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ABSTRACT

This

paper

Modeling robot

deals
arms

with

the

includes

mathematical

finding

a

modeling

suitable

of

robot arms.

to

describe

way

a

robot, turning the description into a mathematical system, and using the
system

to

find

a

set

of

equations

which

associated

with

can be used to control

the

robot.

One

of

the

problems

involves a great deal of mathematics.
the

large

robot

modeling

is

that

it

When the process is done by hand,

volume of mathematics makes the process very time consuming

and prone to errors.

These problems

are

part

of

the

motivation

for

automating the modeling of robots.

ARMS

(Arbitrary Robot Modeling System)

the modeling process.

It provides

is an automation of part of

a convenient way to

describe

arms and turns the descriptions into mathematical systems.
in

part

on

the

methods

of

Richard

Paul

(Massachusetts

Technology) and C. Y. Ho (University of Missouri-Rolla).
ARMS prompts the user

robot

It is based
Institute

of

In particular,

for certain characteristics of a robot arm.

From

this description ARMS generates the link parameter table and A matrices
for the robot.

This paper contains

a complete

listing of the ARMS code along with

full documentation and a user's guide.
the changes

It also contains a discussion of

in robot modeling theory that were necessary to allow ARMS

to correctly model arbitrary robot arms.
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I. PRELIMINARIES

A.

INTRODUCTION
For

many

years

American

manufacturers

partially automated manufacturing systems.

have

had

automated

or

These systems depend heavily

on special purpose machines which are dedicated to a single automation
task.
not

These machines may be very good at the jobs they do, but they are
flexible.

Because

of

They

their

cannot

be

inflexibility

used

for

any

they must

other

often

automation

task.

be replaced when the

manufacturer begins to make a new or different product.

Replacement of

manufacturing equipment can result in exorbitant expenses.

The

Japanese

manufacturers

realized

that

in

today's

world

of

changing technology and product demands that it is senseless to use such
inflexible

manufacturing

robots instead.

equipment.

They

began

using

programmable

The success that the Japanese enjoy with their flexible

manufacturing systems is well documented (Cardoza and Vlk,

1985;

Maus

and Allsup, 1986).

American companies are beginning to follow
As

robot

American

technology

manufacturers

assembly lines

can

will

the

begin

(Beni and Hackwood,

robots. However,
they

progresses,

control

to

Thus,

Japanese

example.

cost of robots will decrease and
demand

more

robots

for

their

1985). Computers are used to control

computers must be given
them.

the

robot

models

of

the

modeling

is

one of the central

issues in using flexible manufacturing systems.

robots

before

2

As will be shown later in this paper, robot modeling is not an easy
task.

It would be highly desirable to develop a computer program that

could

model

any

arbitrary

robot (Soroka,

1984).

The Arbitrary Robot

Modeling System (ARMS) is a partial implementation of the robot modeling
process.

B.

DEFINITIONS

In the robotics literature,
poorly

defined.

a number of important terms are often

The following definitions should help to resolve any

ambiguities in this thesis.

Robot - For the purposes of this paper, a robot is defined to be a
programmable industrial robotic arm as is typically found on
assembly lines.

automated

It must have a fixed base and contain only two types of

joints, revolute and prismatic.

Joint - A joint is a part of a robot where two connected pieces of
the robot can move in relation to each other.

Prismatic

joint

- A

prismatic

joint

is

a

joint

that

allows

a

sliding motion along its axis of motion (see Figure 1).

Revolute joint - A revolute joint is a joint that allows a turning
or twisting motion around its axis of motion (see Figure 2).

Axis of motion - An axis of motion is a line through the center of
a

joint around which a revolute joint turns or along which a prismatic

joint slides (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

3

axis of motion

4

Figure 2.

A revolute joint

5

Joint control variable - The joint control variable for each joint
represents

the

positioning

amount

of

of the robot arm.

for revolute joints and
number.

motion

required

from

the

joint

during

a

Joint control variables are denoted

for prismatic joints, where n is the joint's

Joints are numbered according to how close they are to the base

of the robot. Joint 1 is the closest, joint 2 is next closest, etc.

Range

of

motion

- Each

upper limit and a lower

joint

limit.

has a range of motion that has an

The

particular position of the joint.

limits

are with

respect

to

a

For example, a certain revolute joint

might be in the center of its range of motion and have a lower limit of
-45 degrees and an upper limit of 45 degrees.
turned

as far as possible,

If the same joint were

its lower limit might become 0 degrees and

its upper limit, 90 degrees. The reference position

for

the

range

of

motion must be fixed for each joint in its home position.

Home
when

position - A robot's home position is the position it is in

values

definition

for
of

its

link

parameters

are

determined.

The

precise

home position varies depending on which method of robot

modeling is being used.

Link parameters - There is a set of link parameters for each link
in a robot.

They include twist angles, offsets, and the limits on the

joint's range of motion.

Link - Usually
offsets

in

the

a

robot

link

consists

between

of

a

single

joint

and

that joint and the next joint.

all

the

In the

modeling method developed in this paper, the first and last links of the
robot do not contain a joint.

6

Offset - An offset is a fixed distance in a robot.
parts

of

a

robot

that

The

are between the joints are offsets.

physical
The term

usually refers to the measures of these fixed distances.

Twist angle - A twist angle is an angle of rotation around an axis
of a given coordinate system that is required to align one of the other
two axes of the coordinate system with an axis in a second

coordinate

system (see Figure 3).

Workspace - The workspace for a robot consists of all the points in
3-space that can be reached by the robot's end effector.

Base

coordinate

system (BCS) - The base coordinate system is the

cartesian

coordinate

system

used

to

specify

locations

in

a

robot's

workspace.

Left-hand

system

- A

left-hand

system is a cartesian coordinate

system that can be rotated into the position shown in Figure 4.

Right-hand system - A right-hand system is a cartesian

coordinate

system that can be rotated into the position shown in Figure 5.

Link n coordinate system - In all of the robot modeling methods, a
coordinate

system

is

attached

to

each

link

in

the

robot.

The

particulars of where its origin is, how it is oriented, and whether it
is a left-hand or right-hand system depend on the method used.

End effector - The end effector is the part of the robot that is to
be moved to some location in the workspace.
by

a single

point.

Often,

this

point

It is usually represented

is the center of the robot's

gripper or the end of its tooling mechanism.

The point representing

7

Figure 3.

The twist angle about

required to align X^ and

8

+Z

Figure A.

A left-hand coordinate system

9

+Z

Figure 5.

A right-hand coordinate system
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the end effector is the origin of
robot.

the

last

coordinate

system

in

the

The axes of this coordinate system are the approach, normal, and

orientation vectors (see Figure 6).

Approach

vector

- The

approach

vector

effector that shows the direction from which

is

a vector

the

end

at

the

effector

end

should

move when approaching a specified point in the workspace (see Figure 6).

Orientation vector - The orientation vector is the vector "through
the fingertips"

of

the

end

effector

of

a robot.

It

describes

the

orientation of the end effector when it arrives at a specified point in
the workspace (see Figure 6).

Normal vector - The normal vector is the third
the

coordinate

effector.

system

thats

origin

vector

comprising

is the point representing the end

It is normal to the orientation

and

approach vectors

(see

Figure 6).

Homogeneous

transformation

matrices

- Homogeneous

transformation

matrices are used to rotate a point around an axis or translate a point
within

a

coordinate

system.

homogeneous transformation

The

matrices

following
which will

six

matrices

rotate

are

a point

by

the
an

angle A around the X, Y, and Z axes and translate a point a distance D
in the X, Y, and Z directions.
represents sine A.

Note that CA represents cosine A and SA
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Figure 6.

An end effector with its approach, normal, and
vectors

orientation
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C.

ROBOT KINEMATICS

There are two areas of robot modeling.
modeling.

The first area is dynamic

Dynamic modeling is concerned with the effects of gravity,

acceleration, and other forces on a robot's motion.
kinematic

modeling.

Kinematics

is

concerned with how the functional

design of the robot dictates its control.
effects

The second area is

In other words, what are the

of the number and types of joints and offsets in a particular

robot on how it is controlled (Beni and Hackwood, 1985).

This paper addresses on]y kinematic modeling.
steps in the kinematic modeling process.

There are

several

The first step is to obtain a

description of a robot and determine its link parameters.

A blueprint

or manufacturer's specification sheet provides the information necessary
to

adequately describe a robot.

The link parameters are different in

the various methods of kinematic modeling.

Usually the link parameters

are summarized in a tabular form, appropriately called a link parameter
table.

The values in the link parameter table are then used to generate a
set of A matrices.

A matrices describe the rotations and translations

required to align the axes of two adjacent link coordinate systems and
to make their origins coincide.

The formula used to generate A matrices

depends on the modeling method being used.

The
equations.

A

matrices

can

be

used

to

calculate

the

position

control

The position control equations tell the value for each joint

control variable that will be required to

get

the

end effector

to

a

14

point in space with a particular orientation.

The

following kinematic

equation is used:

T = A A A . .-A
12 3
n

where Ai is the A matrix for link i,

and (P

X

(N

X

(0
X

(A
X

The

P
y
N
y
0
y
A
y

p

z)

Nx

Ox

Ax

P

Ny

0 y

Ay

P

Nz

0 2

A z

P

0

0

0

1

is the desired point in space,

N ) is the des ired normal vector,
z
0z ) is the desired orientation vector
Az ) is the desired approach vector.

A matrices can also be used to determine the jacobian matrix

(also called the differential speed

control

matrix)

and

its

inverse.

When a robot is moving, it is desirable to have all the joints start and
stop moving at the same time.

This provides for smooth, quick motion.

The jacobian matrix and its inverse specify how

fast

each

joint

must

move to accomplish this type of motion.

The last major modeling task involves planning trajectories.

When

a robot moves, its end effector describes a trajectory in the workspace.
This trajectory must be planned so as to avoid obstacles and still end
at the desired point with the desired orientation.
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D.

PROBLEMS WITH ROBOT KINEMATICS

There are several problems with kinematic modeling.
problems

center

around

the

Most of

the

fact that a very large amount of symbolic

computation is required to model a robot.

The following list enumerates

several of the problems associated with the kinematic modeling process.

1.

As a whole, the process involves a great deal of
mathematics.

symbolic

2.

The mathematics involved makes the process very susceptible
to errors.

3.

It is very tedious and takes a great deal of time.

A.

There is no good standard way of describing robots.

5.

Some methods make it difficult to find the link parameters.

6.

Some methods will not work for all the available types
of robots.

7.

Small changes to the robot's description necessitate
starting the modeling process anew.

8.

Solving for the position control equations involves a
number of matrix operations.
It also requires finding
the solutions to sets of simultaneous, non-linear,
symbolic equations.

9.

Solving for the position control equations is not a well
defined process.

10.

Finding the jacobian matrix and its inverse requires many
matrix operations.

11.

Calculating trajectories requires a great deal of math in
the form of differentiations and matrix operations.
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E.

THE ARMS PROJECT

What
automate
listed

is

the

the

in

ARMS

kinematic

the

project?

In

its

modeling process

previous

section.

entirety,
and

solve

Presently,

ARMS
all

however,

will
the
ARMS

fully

problems
is

not

complete. It provides the user with an easy way to describe a robot and
puts the description in a useable form.
parameter

table

and

It can then generate the link

A matrices for the robot.

It also addresses the

first seven of the problems enumerated in the previous section.

Since ARMS is currently only able to go
matrices,

the

rest

ARMS

uses

a new

matrices that is easier and more intuitive.
The

presented.

details

far

as

generating

A

of this paper is limited to a discussion of how A

matrices can be generated.

full.

as

of

how

this

method

of generating

A

This method is discussed in

new method

is

implemented

are also

17

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A.

THE METHOD OF RICHARD PAUL
The first major text on robot modeling was written by Richard Paul

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

In his book he described

a method for finding the A matrices of an arbitrary robot (Paul, 1981).
First, coordinate systems must
robot.
n

be

assigned

to

each

He chose to use right-hand coordinate systems.

joints,

n+1

coordinate

systems

must

be

link

in

the

For a robot with

defined.

For the first n

links, the Z axis is defined to be the axis of motion for the joint in
the

link.

The

X

axis

for link

i is along

a

line segment that is

perpendicular to both the Z axis for link i and the Z axis for link i+1.
The Y axis

is not important. The Y axis is simply perpendicular to the

X and Z axes of the link and

completes aright-hand system.

The origin

of the system for link i is the point on the Z axis for link i where the
X axis intersects.

The final
effector

This information is shown in Figure 7.

coordinate

system

has

as

its

origin.

The

orientation,

and

approach

vectors.

coordinate

system

coordinate system
relationship.

for

for

link 1.

link

1,

no

X,

the
Y,

point

and

The

Z

BCS

Since the

BCS

A matrix

is

representing
axes
is

are

the

defined

is

the

needed

the

normal,

to

same

to

end

be
as

show

the
the

their

Thus, the BCS is ignored.

Next, Paul defined four link parameters to describe each link.
is the joint control variable for
prismatic, R^ equals zero.

revolute

joint

i.

If

joint

i

R

i

is

Since the axis of motion for a joint is the

18

Figure 7.

The coordinate system for link i as defined by Paul
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Z axis for the link, R. is a rotation around the Z axis of

the

More

of link i

precisely,

is the twist

angle

between the X axes of link i-1 and link
distance

from

the origin of

the

around
i.

The

coordinate

the

Z

axis

constant

system

of

a^

link.

is

the

link i to the

intersection of the X axis of link i and the Z axis of link i+1.

The

distance d. is the distance from the intersection of the X axis of link
1

i-1 and the Z axis of link i
link i.

to the origin of the coordinate system for

For revolute joint i this distance will be

prismatic joint i it will be variable.

constant

The twist angle t

and

for

is the angle

of rotation about the X axis of link i required to align the Z axes of
link i and link i+1.

This information is shown in Figure 8.

Paul then defines an A matrix to consist of the following
homogeneous transformations:

= Rot (Z ,R^)Trans (Z ,d^)Trans (X,a^)Rot (X, t_^)

Expressing this equation in matrix form yields:

CR j

—SR j Ct j

S R j St j

a j CR

SR j

CR j Ct j

—C R j S t j

a j SR

0

St i

Ct j

di

0

0

0

1

Thus, only the values of R^, t^,

, and

in order to find the A matrices for a robot.

must be found for each link

20

Figure 8.

The link parameters as defined by Paul (Note:
equal numbers of hash marks are parallel.)

Lines

with

21

How good is Paul's method?
position.

There

is no need

It will
to worry

work

either

putting the robot in a particular home position.

for

any

robot

in

any

about special cases or
These facts make the

method a good one.
However, there are a few drawbacks.

First, it does not allow for

the selection of an arbitrary BCS that might be convenient for a user.
Also,

there

is no

A matrix

or link for the final coordinate system.

This means that the user cannot really specify an arbitrary orientation
for

the

end

effector.

The

final drawback is that although the link

parameters are well defined, they may not be easy to
first

calculate.

The

two of these problems are the direct result of the fact that in

this method a robot with n joints has n links

(plus an approach vector)

and n A matrices.

B.

THE METHOD OF JOHN CRAIG

John Craig of Stanford University used a method nearly identical to
that of Richard Paul.

He provides a very good discussion of his method

in his book (Craig, 1986).
Craig's

method

is

how

they

The difference between
define

the

Paul's

link parameters.

method
The

and
link

parameters are the same for the two methods, they are just grouped with
different links.

In Craig's method, R^ is the twist angle measured around the 2 axis
of link i between the X axis of link i-1 and link i.

The d. term is the
l

distance along the Z axis of link i between the X axes of link i-1 and
link i.

The twist angle t^ is around the X axis of link i between the Z

22

axes of link i and link i+1.

Finally, ai is the distance along the X

axis of link i between the Z axes of link i and link i+1.

Craig then defines an A matrix to consist of the following
transformations:

Ai

= Rot(X,ti_1)Trans(X,ai_1)Rot(Z>Ri)Trans(Z,di)

Expressing this equation in matrix form yields:

CRj
SR j Ct |_i

-S R j
C R j C t j_ -j

0
-S t

a i-1

j— !

- d j St j . - ,

SR j St j_ -j

C R j St j— -j

C tj-i

d i C t i— 1

0

0

0

1

The very same criticisms apply to Craig's method as apply to Paul's
method.

C.

THE METHOD OF C. Y. HO
C.

Y. Ho of the University of Missouri-Rolla also used a variation

of Paul's method (Ranky and Ho, 1985).
of

the process

He added a step at the beginning

which was based on two assumptions about robots.

first assumption is that most robots have

few

offsets

in them.

The
The

second assumption is that the configurations of robots allow them to be
put into a position in which the axes of motion for all their joints are
parallel

to the axes of their BCS.

23

The

first

position.

step

is

to manipulate

the

robot

until

it is in home

A robot is in home position when all the following conditions

are met.

Note that some of these conditions are redundant.

1.

The X axes of all the link coordinate systems must be
aligned with the X axis of the BCS.

2.

Revolute joints turn around their Z axes.

3.

Prismatic joints slide along their Z axes.

4.

There can be no offsets in a link along that link's
Y axis.

5.

All Z axes must be aligned with the Z or Y axes of
the BCS.

6.

All offsets in the arm must be parallel with an axis
of the BCS.

7.

All axes of motion in the robot must be parallel with
an axis of the BCS.

Ho defines his link parameters and A matrices in much the same way
Paul does.

The reason Ho first puts the robot in home position is

make it simple to find values for the link parameters.

The

to

a and

d

distances will be the lengths of actual pieces of the robot arm.

Their

values can simply be read from the manufacturer's specifications.

Since

all axes of the link coordinate systems are parallel to the axes of the
BCS, the twist angles will either be 0, 90, -90,

180, or -180.

These

twist angle values make the A matrices easier to work with because the
sines and cosines of these angles are 0, 1, and -1.

Ho's

method

home position.
For

these

is

very easy to use for robots that can be put into

However, many robots cannot be put into home position.

robots,

one

of

two things can happen.

In some cases, the

process can be altered slightly to accomodate these special cases.

In

24

other cases, the robot cannot be modeled without significant changes to
the process.

Because of the need to handle some robots as special cases

or the need to modify the process, this method loses its generality.

Ho's method also has the same problems as Paul's and Craig's.
BCS is always chosen to be the coordinate system of link 1.
precludes the possibility of choosing an arbitrary BCS.

The

This fact

There is also

no provision for specifying an arbitrary orientation vector.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A.

GOALS
The purpose of the ARMS project at this stage is threefold.

it

should provide

First,

an easy way to accurately describe robot arms.

It

should also be able to find the link parameter table and generate the A
matrices for an arbitrary robot.

Some

desirable

features

of the implementation were also defined.

The system should be quick and accurate to justify its use.
be easy to use, requiring a minimum of robotics expertise.

It should
Finally, it

must be expandable to facilitate the addition of the remaining steps in
the kinematic modeling process.

Each of these desired features had an

impact on the design of the resulting system.

B.

IMPLEMENTING HQ'S METHOD

The

first

attempt

functioning prototype.
Modeling Package).
It

was

able

at

implementing

the

system

resulted

in

a

It was a set of PROLOG rules called ROMP (Robot

ROMP was a partial implementation of H o 's method.

to generate

could be put into home

the

link parameter table for any robot that

position.

The

system was

written

in PROLOG

because it was anticipated that an expert system approach would be the
best way to solve the problem of finding the link parameter table
robots that cannot be put into home position.

for
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When Ho's method is used, robots can be divided into three classes.
The

first

method.

class contains robots that can easily be modeled using Ho's

It is easy to put these robots in home position and find their

link parameter tables.

In the second class are robots that cannot be

put into home position, but can still be modeled using this method.
number

of

rather

complicated

modeling of these robots.

heuristics

were

developed to

A

allow the

The third class of robots included the robots

that could not be put into home position and could not be modeled using
Ho's method.

ROMP was able to find the link parameter table for the first class
of robots.

The main benefit of ROMP was the insight it provided

the modeling process.
into

a reasonably

into

The heuristic aspects of Ho's method were turned

simple

algorithm.

In particular,

the

heuristics

required to put a robot into home position and the heuristics required
to model the second class of robots were turned into formal procedures.
The next attempt at implementing Ho's method resulted in the first
version of the system now called ARMS.

ARMS made use of the procedural

methods discovered during the development of ROMP.
becoming

procedural

and

since

it

required

a

Since the method was

great

deal

of

symbol

manipulation, COMMON LISP was chosen as the implementation language.

Again,

finding

class was easy.
procedures

the

parameter

table for robots in the first

However, problems soon became

for modeling

considerable

link

amount

of

robots
extra

in

the

symbol

second

evident.
class

manipulation.

First,

required
This

the

a very
fact

necessitated adding a large amount of overhead and awkward code to the
system.
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The second problem hinged on the principles underlying Ho's method.
The method will simply not allow offsets along or twist angles about the
Y axis of a link.

There are some cases where offsets and twist angles

on the Y axis can be combined with offsets and twist angles on the X or
Z axis of a neighboring link without adverse effects on the validity of
the model.
class.

These rare cases constitute most of the robots in the second

A closer examination of the robots that did not fall into the

first class revealed that most of them were more likely to fall into the
third class than the second class.

It seemed that there were too many

robots for which the method would not work.

Two

other

problems

with

the

method

were mentioned

previously.

There is no provision for choosing an arbitrary BCS and there is no way
to specify the direction of the orientation vector in the robot's home
position.

Together, these four problems necessitated developing a new

method for finding the link parameter table and A matrices for a robot.

C.

THE NEW METHOD AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

In the second version of ARMS, a new method of finding A matrices
was used.

The theory behind the new method is simple.

itself well to implementation.

It also

lends

This section describes the theory behind

the method and gives an overview of the implementation.

An

A

matrix

coordinate systems.
in

terms

of

one

represents

the

relationship

between

two

cartesian

More specifically, given a description of a vector
coordinate

system,

the

A

matrix

will

allow

description of the vector in terms of the other coordinate system.

the
The

A matrix describes the translations required to make the origins of the
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coordinate systems coincide and the rotations necessary to align

their

axes in the same directions.

It

is

easy

to make

the origins coincide.

Simply translate one

system some distances along its X, Y, and Z axes.

To align the

axes,

merely rotate about the X, Y, and Z axes the required amount to make the
axes

of

the

two

systems

coincide.

In

the

most

general

case,

translations along all three axes might be required as well as rotations
about one or more of the axes.

This

is

relationships

almost
between

exactly

what

successive

must

links

be
in

a

done
robot

to

describe

arm.

The

the
only

complication is that there are joints in robot arms that add a variable
twist

or

translation

element to the A matrix.

In general,

it is not

clear on which axis this variable twist or translation might be.
In the new method, as in Ho's method, the axis of motion for each
joint is made the Z axis of the coordinate system for that joint's link.
The X and Y axes are chosen arbitrarily to complete a left-hand system.
This arbitrary choice limits the variable twist or translation to be on
the Z axis.

Thus, the relation between any two links can be defined in

terms of

1.

a variable translation along the Z axis for a prismatic
joint or a variable rotation around the Z axis for a
revolute joint,

2.

the X, Y, and Z translations necessary to make the
origins of the coordinate systems coincide, and

3.

the X, Y, and Z twist angles necessary to align the
axes of the coordinate systems.
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Thus, the general equation for an A matrix describing a link
containing a revolute joint can be written:

A = Rot(Z,R)Trans(X,x)Trans(Y,y)Trans(Z,z)Rot(X,X)Rot(Y,Y)Rot(Z,Z)

The general equation for an A matrix describing a link containing
a prismatic joint is:

A = Trans(Z,P)Trans(X,x)Trans(Y,y)Trans(Z,z)Rot(X,X)Rot(Y,Y)Rot(Z,Z)

If

the

appropriate

homogeneous

transformation

matrices

substituted into the equations, the general form of the A matrix for
a link with a revolute joint becomes:

CZ(CRCY-SYSXSR)
—SZSRCX

SZ(CRCY-SYSXSR)

CYSXSR

xCR

—SRCXCZ

+CRSY

—ySR

CZ(CYSR+SYCRSX)

■SZ(CYSR+SYCRSX)

—CRSXCY

xSR

+CRCXSZ

+CZCRCX

+SRSY

-tyCR

CXSYSZ+SXCZ

CYCX

z

□

D

1

A

SXSZ-CZCXSY

0

and for a link with a prismatic joint

are
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CYCZ

—CYSZ

CZSXSY+CXSZ

-SZSXSY+CZCX

—CYSX

CXSYSZ+SXCZ

CXCY

-CXSYCZ+SZSX
0

SY

0

0

At this point, a few observations can be made.

X

y

Z+z
i

First, the A matrix

expressions seem more complicated than the expression used by Paul and
Ho.

Naturally, this is true because they contain extra translations and

rotations to make them work for any case.
the

relative

involved.

orientation

or position

There are no restrictions on

of the

two

coordinate

systems

In Ho's method, there can be no relative Y distance and the X

axes must be aligned.
The

rotations

are actually less complicated than they look.

twist angles are all constants.

The

Thus all the terms containing sines and

cosines of the twist angles are constants.
the variable twist in a revolute joint.

This excludes, of

course,

In addition, in most cases one

or more of the twist angles will be zero.

To further simplify the matter, some practical information can
used.

Robots are designed to provide as much flexibility as possible.

A consequence of this fact is that revolute
always)

be

have

a

joints

always

range of motion of at least ninety degrees.

(or

almost

Thus, by

moving the revolute joints a position can easily be found such that the
axes of motion of all the joints are parallel or perpendicular to each
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other.
arms

It is also a fact that in this position the offsets in the robot

are

also

parallel

or perpendicular to the axes of motion of the

joints.
It is not necessary for the robot to be in a position like the one
described.

If it is not, some trigonometry might be required to find

the twist angles and translational distances.
to Paul's method.

This is roughly analogous

However, if the robot can be put into such a position

the A matrices are simple and easy to calculate.

The fixed

distances

will correspond to the lengths of the various parts of the arm.
lengths are available
robot.

In

from

the manufacturer's

specifications

These
for

the

addition, the twist angles will all be 0, 90, -90, or 180

degrees, which causes their sines and cosines to be either 0, 1, or -1.
These values greatly simplify the resulting A matrices.

In the implementation of ARMS, it is assumed that the robot can be
put into a position such that all axes of motion are parallel to an axis
of the BCS.
very

easy

Even if the robot cannot be put into such a position,
trick

will

allow

it

to

be

forced

into

such

a

a position.

Usually if a revolute joint could be moved out of its range of motion,
the axes of motion could all be made parallel to the axes of the
To

resolve

this

situation,

simulate

turning

the

joint

the

BCS.

extra

n

degrees and compensate by adjusting the limits on its range of motion by
n

degrees.

This

is

invalidate the model.

a perfectly

valid

action

to

take

and does not

The same trick can be used to align offsets with

a BCS axis to avoid the trigonometry.
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Actually, this corrective measure is never (or only rarely) needed.
Commercially

available robots and configurations that are feasible can

be put into the
above.

required position without

Note

that

restriction

imposed

imposed

the

by

getting
by the

the

robot

underlying

implementation

which

using

in

this

theory.
makes

the

trick

described

position
It

ARMS

is

is

not

a

a restriction

easier

to

use

and

understand.

At this point, two of the problems with the previous implementation
have been corrected.
That

is

ARMS is now able to handle virtually any

robot.

a direct result of generalizing the A matrix equations.

The

implementation is also free of the overhead caused by excessive symbol
manipulation which was
model some robots.
The other
arbitrary

BCS

caused

by

the heuristics which were needed to

All robots are handled in precisely the same manner.

two

problems

centered

and orientation vector.

on

allowing

the

choice

of

an

Solving these two problems was

easy, but required a careful definition of what each link contained.

To

define what each link contains, it is necessay to define the origins of
the coordinate systems attached to the robot.

For a robot with n joints, n+2 coordinate systems are needed, which
in

turn

require n+1

successive links.

A matrices to describe the relationships between

The first coordinate system is the BCS.

It can be

located

anywhere.

The implementation requires that it be a left-hand

system.

The origins of the next n coordinate systems are the centers of

the n joints of the robot.

For a revolute joint,

joint can be anywhere along its axis of motion.
as to eliminate unnecessary offsets.

the

center

of

the

Usually it is chosen so

For a prismatic joint, the point
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is again on the axis of motion.
two

pieces

It is located at the point where the

of the joint move relative to each other.

Figure 9 shows

this information.
For

these

n

coordinate

systems,

ARMS

decides

orientation of the axes of the coordinate system.

on

an

arbitrary

The only guidelines

are that the Z axis is the axis of motion and that the result must be a
left-hand system.

The

origin

of

the

last

represents the end effector.

coordinate

system

is

the

point

that

The approach vector is the +Z axis and the

orientation vector is the +Y axis.

Each link contains a coordinate system.
A

link

Thus there are n+2 links.

also contains the offsets between the origin of its coordinate

system and the origin of the next link's coordinate system.
link

contains

no

offsets.

The

last

All

links except the first and last also

the

relations

contain a joint.

The A matrices
There

are n+1 pairs of successive links.

only constants.
align

describe

the

BCS

between

of

links.

The first A matrix contains

It represents the translations and rotations needed to
and

the

coordinate

system

of

the

remaining n A matrices contain a variable for the
link

successive

the pair.

They

also

second
joint

in

link.

The

the

first

contain the translations and rotations

necessary to align the successive links' coordinate systems.

The signs on the values for the magnitudes of the translations and
rotations are important.
link i to

The signs of the X, Y, and Z translations from

link i+1 reflect whether the translation is along the
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Figure 9.

The location of the centers of revolute and prismatic joints
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positive or negative direction of the axis.
toward

the

origin,

a

clockwise

When looking down an axis

rotation

is

positive

and

a
of

counterclockwise rotation is negative by definition.

The

direction

the twist angle required

the

axis

to align

two

axes is

from

of

the

coordinate system n to the axis of coordinate system n+1.
These corrections solved all four of the problems found during the
first implementation of ARMS.

The changes were made

version of ARMS was the result.
ARMS.

function

met

the

initial

and the work being done to complete

documentation

the

present

The next section describes how to use

The last section describes how well

system were

and

in Appendix

A

also

goals

of

the system.

contains

the
The

important

information about how ARMS is coded to perform its modeling task,

D.

HOW TO USE ARMS

1.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS.

ARMS does not require any particular hardware configuration.
written
language.
VMS.

in COMMON

LISP

partially

because

COMMON

LISP

is

It is

a portable

As an aside, ARMS was developed on a DEC micro-VAX II running

The source code is approximately 92K.

The software

support

is

also

minimal.

COMMON LISP as its working environment.

ARMS

obviously

requires

It also requires some sort of

operating system to be present on the machine to handle file operations.
COMMON LISP takes care of the interface between ARMS and the operating
system (Steele, 1984).
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2.

BRINGING UP ARMS.

There are two ways to bring up ARMS.

If ARMS is being used in a

VMS environment, the following commands can be put into a VMS

command

file:

$ assign/user tt: sys$arms
$ 1isp
(progn
(setq *load-verbose* nil)
(format t "°25%")
(format t "°5XLoading ARMS......... ")
(load "arms.fas”)
(arms))

The user then simply executes the command file from VMS and waits.
Note that on the second line "lisp" is used to load COMMON LISP.

This

command may need to be changed if it is not the one used to load COMMON
LISP on

the

compiled

user's

form

system.

of ARMS

exists

This
in

command
a

accessible from the user's directory.

file

file called

also

assumes

that

"arms, fas" which

a
is

This file name can be changed if

another file name is used or if only an uncompiled version of the code
is available.
faster.

(Note:

Compiling the code makes the system load

and

run

much

The degree symbol (°) should actually be a tilde (

)

in the above command file.)

If the system is not running under VMS, then a small change must be
made to the source code.
called

ARMS.

The

first

function

in the

source

code

is

The third line of this function needs to be deleted or

made into a comment.

To make it a comment, put a semicolon before the

first parenthesis on the line.
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After

making

this

change,

the

user must

then load COMMON LISP.

Once COMMON LISP is loaded, enter the following:

(setq *load-verbose* nil)
(load "filename")
(arms)

Replace "filename" with the name of the file containing the ARMS code.
Be sure to include the double quotes.

This method should also be used

if ARMS is to run in a VMS environment without the command file given in
the first method.

3.

THE ARMS COMMANDS.

Once ARMS has been brought up, it is easy to use.
of the menu commands.

The command will be executed, probably requiring

the user to answer one or more questions.
how to answer

the

Just choose one

question

and

a prompt

There will be instructions on
for

the

answer.

When

the

question(s) are answered, the execution of that command completes with a
message.

The user

is then

returned to the menu of commands after a

short pause.

The basic sequence of commands is to describe
link parameter

a robot,

table, and finally generate its A matrices.

commands are added niceties that can be used during the
they become appropriate.

find

its

The other

sequence when

There are three parts to the model of a robot:

the description, the link parameter table,

and the A matrices.

When a

command is used to alter one of these three parts, the other two parts
are erased to ensure that all parts of the model, if they exist, refer
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to the

same

robot.

The

remainder

of

this

section

explains

these

commands and how to use them.

ID
ID is the most complicated command.

This command is used to enter

all the information that ARMS needs to generate a robot's
It

is

not

exercised.

difficult

to

enter

the

information,

but

A matrices.

care

must

be

Remember, garbage in - garbage out.

The first question ARMS will ask is whether or not the user really
wants to enter a new robot description.
changed.
table

However,

If the user aborts, nothing is

if the user continues,

and A matrices

will

the

current

be erased, if they exist.

taken to ensure that all parts of the

robot

model

link parameter
This action is

refer

to

the

same

robot.
If
robot.

the

user

continues

he will

need a drawing or picture of the

ARMS will first ask for the name of the robot.

The name will be

used as an identification when files are loaded into the
some

of the other commands.

joints in the robot.

system

using

The next question asks for the number of

The number of joints must be a positive integer.

Before continuing, the user must refer to the drawing of the robot.
The desired location for the BCS must be chosen.
label the X, Y, and Z axes.
of the axes.

Mark its origin

and

Mark the positive and negative directions

Make certain that a left-hand system is chosen.
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Next, the robot must be put into home position, either mentally or
by redrawing the robot.

Move the joints of the robot until the axes of

motion for all the joints are parallel to axes of the BCS.
should also cause all the offsets in the robot
of the BCS.

This action

to be parallel to axes

Any position in which all offsets and axes of motion

are

parallel to the axes of the BCS will work.
If it is

not

possible

tricks that can help.
the

BCS

axes

It might
motion.
adjust

find

such

a position,

are

broken

into

its

X,

Y,

and

Z

components

two
to

using

The components should then be parallel to the BCS axes.

also

help

to move

a revolute joint outside of its range of

It is acceptable to do so, but the
the

there

First, an offset that can only be at angles

can be

trigonometry.

to

limits

on

user

must

be

certain

the joint's range of motion appropriately.

to
For

example, a joint that had a range of motion of 0 to +45 degrees might be
pushed -45 degrees out of its range of motion.

If the joint had been at

the 0 degrees position, the new range of motion would become +45 to +90
degrees.

Ranges of motion will be discussed in more detail shortly.

After

finding

a home

position,

the center of each joint must be

located.

The point that is to represent the end effector must also be

chosen.

In

addition,

vectors must be chosen.

the

directions of the approach and orientation

They must be at right angles to each other and

parallel to axes of the BCS.

At

this

point,

the

user

should now have

a BCS

located.

positive and negative directions along the X, Y, and Z axes should
marked and the resulting system should be left-hand.

The
be

All axes of motion

and offsets (or components of offsets) should be parallel to a BCS axis.
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The

center

of

each

should be marked.

joint and the point representing the end effector

The approach and orientation vectors should be chosen

to be parallel to axes of the BCS and perpendicular to each other.

The

user is now ready to complete the robot description.

ARMS will now ask for a description of each link in the robot.
a robot with n joints there will be n+2 links.

For

For the first link, ARMS

will simply ask for the net X, Y, and Z distances from the origin of the
BCS to the center of the first joint.
the

axes

of

direction.

the

BCS

and must

be

The net distances are parallel to
positive or negative to show their

The values may either be numeric or simply P or N to

show

their direction if the magnitude is unknown.

For

the

next

n

links,

ARMS

will ask for the distances from the

center of the link to the center of the next link.

The distances

entered in exactly the same way as for the first link.

are

The user must

also enter a P or R to denote whether the joint in the link is prismatic
or revolute.

In addition, the user must enter the BCS

axis

which

is

parallel to the joint's axis of motion.

Lastly,
motion.

the

user

must

enter

limits

on the joint's range of

These limits depend on the position the joint is in when

robot is in home position.

The limits on the range of motion must

signed to show their direction.
total

the

be

For example, a prismatic joint with a

travel of 22 inches that is halfway extended would have a lower

limit of -11 inches and an upper limit of +11 inches.
are

the

similar.

The

direction

of

a

revolute

joint

Revolute joints

should be found by

looking down its axis of motion in the negative

direction

axis

A clockwise motion is

to which

the axis of motion is parallel.

of

the

BCS
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then defined as positive.

If the limits are not known,

the user may

enter L for the lower limit and U for the upper limit.

For

the last link the user is prompted for the directions of the

approach and orientation vectors.

These directions are the positive or

negative directions parallel to the appropriate BCS axis.

This

information

completes

the

robot description.

If incorrect

information was entered, the ED command can be chosen to edit the robot
description.

Note that in the description process, all angles are in

degrees and all distances are assumed to be in the same units.

LD

The LD command is used to load a robot description that was saved
in

a

file using the

current

description,

erased,

if

they

SD command.
link

exist,

parameter

When a description is loaded, the
table,

and

A

matrices

will

be

to ensure that all parts of the current robot

model refer to the same robot.

The new description will then be made

the current description.

The

user

must

first verify that she wishes to continue.

command is aborted, nothing is changed.
will

prompt

description.
occur.

for the

continues,

any

file

handling

errors

that

might

if the user specifies a file that does not contain a

robot description, a fatal error will almost certainly occur.

ED

ARMS

name of the file that contains the desired robot

ARMS should catch

However,

If the user

If the
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The ED command allows the user to make changes to the current robot
description without
enters

the ED

aborting.

retyping the

command,

entire

description.

When

the

user

the user is given the choice of continuing or

If the user aborts the command, nothing will be changed.

If

the user continues, the current link parameter table and A matrices will
be erased to ensure that the various parts of the model all refer to the
same robot.

If

the

displayed.

user

continues

with

the

edit,

the

The edit commands then become the only

until the R edit command is chosen.

edit

menu

will

commands

be

available

The R edit command ends the

edit

session and returns the user to the main menu.

Besides the R command there are four other edit commands.
command

allows

the

user

prompts for the new name.
robot description.

to

change the name of the robot.

The CN

It simply

The AL command is used to add a link to the

The user is prompted for the link number first.

The

user is then prompted for the link information in the same way as when
the robot description was entered.
first

or

last

link

because

The user is not allowed to add a new

these

links

contain

slightly

different

information and must remain as the first and last links.

The information about a link can be changed using the RL (replace
link) command.

Any link can be replaced.

Again the user is prompted

first for the link number and then for the new link information.
command is used to delete links.
number.

VD

The DL

The user is only prompted for the link

The first and last links cannot be deleted.
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The VD command allows the user to view the information contained in
the

current

form.

robot

description.

It shows

the information in tabular

This table shows the number of each link, the type of joint

in

the link (if any), the X, Y, and Z offsets in the link, and the limits
on the joint's range of motion.
coordinate

It also shows the orientation of

system that ARMS assigned to the link.

the

The axis of motion

will be along the Z axis for the link.

SD

The

SD

command

description in a file.

allows

the

user

to

save

the

current

robot

The user is only prompted for the file name.

LT

The

LT

command

parameter table.

allows

Loading a

the user

to

load a previously saved link

link parameter

table

robot description and A matrices to be erased.

causes

is

almost certain to occur.

current

If the user enters the

name of a file that does not contain a link parameter
error

the

table,

a

fatal

ARMS should be able to manage any

other file handling error.

GT

After the user has entered or loaded a robot description,

the GT

command can be used to generate the link parameter table for the robot.

VT
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The VT command is used to view the link parameter table.

The link

parameter table will show the link parameters for each link.

The link

parameters include the joint control variable, the X, Y, and Z offsets
in the link, the X, Y, and Z twist angles for the link, and the limits
on the range of motion of the joint in the link.
ARMS

assigns

unique

names

to the joint control variables.

The

variable name begins with an R or a P, depending on whether the joint is
revolute or prismatic.

The remaining characters in the name

comprise

the joint's link number.

If numeric values were specified for the X, Y, and Z distances in
the link, these values will be used.
distance

along some

If a P or an N was entered for a

axis, a symbol is used instead.

The symbol will

consist of an X, Y, or Z, depending on the axis, followed by the

link

number.
ARMS

automatically

around the three axes.
If numeric values

calculates

values

were

entered

for the

the

twist

angles

limits

on the

range

of

If L or U was entered, a symbol is

An L or U will be the

first

denoting either a lower or an upper limit.
is the link number.

for

These values will always be 0, 90, -90, or 180.

motion, these values will be used.
used instead.

the

character

in the

symbol,

The remainder of the symbol
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The ST command allows the user to save the current link parameter
table in a file.

The user is only prompted for the file name.

LA
The LA command allows the user to load a previously saved set of A
matrices.

Loading

a

set

of

A

matrices

causes

description and link parameter table to be erased.

the

current

robot

If the user enters

the name of a file that does not contain a set of A matrices, a fatal
error will probably occur.

ARMS should manage any other file handling

error.

GA
After the user has loaded or generated a link parameter table, the
GA command can be used to generate the robot's A matrices.

SA

The SA command allows the user to save the current A matrices in a
file.

The user is only prompted for the file name.

VA

The VA command can be used to view the A matrices.

ViewTing the A

matrices causes four pieces of information to be displayed.
name

of

the

robot

variables is shown.
joint are given.

is

showTn.

Second,

a

list

of

the

First, the

joint

control

Third, the limits on the range of motion for each

Finally, the A matrices themselves are displayed.
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The A matrices are displayed in order.
rows.

The rows are in order from 1 to 4.

Each matrix is displayed by
The four entries are

also

displayed in order from 1 to 4.

SM
The SM command causes the main menu to be displayed.

It is really

not necessary since the main menu is always displayed.

9
The Q command allows the user to leave the ARMS system.

When it is

issued, ARMS will allow the user to cancel the command if he forgot to
save some of the results he generated.

If the user does leave ARMS, he

will be returned to his operating system.

4.

ERRORS.

ARMS is a tight system.
situations.

It will catch and recover from most error

If an error occurs, ARMS will give the user a message and

then either ask for the data again or abort the command and return

to

the menu.

If

For instance, it will not allow input data type errors.

it asks for a positive
the

integer,

user

one.

keep

It also

asking

for a positive

integer

until

errors.

For example, the user cannot view the link parameter table if

there is not a table yet.

enters

it will

catches

File errors are also handled.

include non-existence of files, full directories, etc.

obvious

logic

These errors
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One action that will cause a fatal
wrong

file.

For

instance,

if

the

error

user

is

the

decides

loading of

to

load

description, he must specify a file that contains a robot

a

the

robot

description

that was previously saved using the SD (save description) command.

The

error may not occur at load time, but will occur when the contents
the

file

are

to be manipulated.

Pressing

special

of

keys like BREAK,

CNTL-C, etc., will obviously cause fatal errors.
If a fatal error occurs, the user will probably
COMMON LISP debug loop.
either

restart

To exit the loop, enter a Q.

be put

into

the

The user can then

ARMS using the (ARMS) command or leave the COMMON LISP

environment using the (exit) command.

Occasionally,
collection.

COMMON

LISP

will

print

a

message

about

garbage

This is a normal action which takes several seconds.

it is finished it will continue again from where it stopped.

When
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A.

SUMMARY
At this point, ARMS meets all the initial goals of the system.

It

provides the ability to easily describe robots and is able to generate
the link parameter table and A matrices for essentially any robot.

The

implementation allows ARMS to do these things easily and efficiently.

The

method

used

is

similar

to

that

used

differences are all additions to his method.
the

specification

vector.

of

an

arbitrary

BCS

and

by

C.

Y.

Ho.

The

The first addition allows
an

arbitrary

orientation

The formula for generating A matrices was also generalized to

allow offsets on and twist angles about the Y axes of the links.

These

changes necessitated adding an extra A matrix to the model of a robot.
In its present form, ARMS seems to be a good

foundation

for

rest of the system.

It will be easy to expand and it contains

all

necessary

the

information

to

implement

the

remaining

the

nearly

modeling

functions.

B.

CONTINUING RESEARCH

The remaining modeling functions are highly mathematical.

It was

originally thought that ARMS would be interfaced to one of the currently
available symbolic mathematics software packages.
are

usually written

interact with them.

in LISP

and

it

is

These math packages

fairly easy for LISP code to

ARMS would simply supply the data and ask the math

package to do the mathematics and return the results.
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After working with some of the currently available math packages,
it seems that this approach will not work.
rigid.

The math packages are

too

They do not really provide the necessary programming constructs

such as conditionals,

loops, etc.

They also

control over how they solve a problem.

do not

allow

much

user

Flexible control is essential to

the modeling process.
In view of these limitations on available math software,
necessary to write the needed math routines.

it seems

It turns out that this is

not too bad a prospect since the language being used is LISP.
very good for symbol manipulation.

LISP is

Thus, the current coding efforts are

directed towards implementing the math routines.

The control routines for finding the jacobian matrix
the position control equations have been designed.
is very straightforward.

and

solving

Finding the jacobian

An expert system approach is being applied to

the problem of solving the

position

control

equations.

It has

been

refined to the point where it should probably work, but it has not been
tested.

The psuedo-inverse jacobian and the trajectory control problems

have not yet been addressed.

The initial success with
the system is encouraging.

ARMS

and the design of the remainder

There is a great deal of work to be

however, before the system will be completed.
whether

It

is

still

of

done,

uncertain

the entire system can be made to work for an arbitrary robot.

In particular, solving the position control equations seems to be a very
heuristic process.

Finding an algorithm to solve the position control

equations is the focus of the ongoing research.
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APPENDIX A

ARMS SOURCE CODE

In the following code, the degree symbol (°) should actually be a
tilde

).

The printer used to print this document does not have

tilde in its character set.

a
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ARMS is the top-level routine in the system. It initializes the
system and then enters an infinite loop to read and execute the
user's commands. The *standard-input* stream is reset because a VMS
command macro calls up the system.

(defun ARMS ()
(let (Command)
(setq *standard-input* (open 'sys$arms :direction :input))
(Initialize)
(loop
(setq Command (GetCommand))
(Obey Command))))

;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

Initialize sets up four global variables: *Desc*, *LPTable*,
*VariableList*, and *AMatrices* and initializes them to nil. *Desc*
will hold the robot description that the user enters. *LPTable*
will hold the link parameter table that the system generates.
*AMatrices* will hold the A matrices that the system generates.
*print-gensym* is set to nil so that generated variable names
will be printed without the notation that shows them as not being
interned in any package *VariableList* is the list of joint control
variables in the robot and the limits on their range of motion.

(defun Initialize ()
(prog ()
(setq *print-gensym* nil)
(declare (special *Desc* *LPTable* *AMatrices* *VariableList*))
(setq *Desc* nil)
(setq *LPTable* nil)
(setq *AMatrices* nil)
(setq *VariableList* nil)
;; clear the screen
(ClearScreen)
;; show the welcome screen
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(ShowWelcomeScreen)
;; pause so that the screen can be read
(Delay 150)
;; display the main menu
(ShowMenu)))

;;; GetCommand prompts the user for a command.
It then waits
;;; until the user enters a command.
It then reads and returns
;;; the command entered.
(defun GetCommand ()
(progn
(Prompt)
(read)))

;;; Delay is a nested do loop which simply performs some counting.
;;; It is used to cause a pause in the output from the system so
;;; that the user can read a screen before it is cleared.
(defun Delay (N)
(do ((X 1))
((equal X 250)
nil)
(do ((Y 1))
((equal Y N)
nil)
(setq Y (+ Y 1)))
(setq X (+ X 1))))

ShowMainMenu simply displays the main ARMS menu.
(defun ShowMainMenu ()
(prog ()
(format
"°3?o°33 ,OTARMS MAIN MENU”)
,,02°o05 ,OTCommand")
(format
M O o'O -7
(format
' % ° 7 ,0TID°14,0TEnter a robot description")
0TLD°14,0T- Load a robot description from a”)
(format
(format
" file”)
(format
"0o«°7,0TED°14,0T- Edit the current robot description")
(format
"°»°7,0TVD°14,0T- View the current robot description")
(format
"°»°7,0TSD°14,0T- Save the current robot description")
(format
" in a file")
(format
”07o°7,0TLT°14,0T~ Load a link parameter table from")
(format
" a file")
(format
" ° % ° 7 ,0TGT°14,0TGenerate a link parameter table")
(format
i% ° 17,OTfrom the current robot description")
(format
J%°7,0TVTe,14,0T- View the current link parameter”)
table")
(format
r i'T 'T T iO
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(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format

t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

"°%°7,0TST°14,0T- Save the current link parameter")
" table in a file")
"°»°7,OTLA°14,0T- Load A matrices from a file")
”0%°7 ,OTGA° 14,0T- Generate A matrices from the")
" current link")
"°*°17,OTparameter table")
"°a °7 ,OTSA°14,0T- Save the current A matrices in")
" a file”)
"°*°7,OTVA°14,0T- View the current A matrices")
"°»°7,OTSM°14,0T- Show this menu")
"°»°7,OTQ °14,QT- Quit, leave the ARMS system")
"02%")))

;;; Prompt displays the = = > prompt.
(defun Prompt ()
(format t " ° 2 % = > "))

;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

InputDescription is the routine called if the ID option is chosen
from the main ARMS menu. It first displays a warning message and
then asks if the user wishes to continue.
If the user continues,
GetDescription is called to allow the user to enter a new robot
description. It then erases the current link parameter table and A
matrices. This is done to ensure that if they exist, the current
description, link parameter table, and A matrices all describe
the same robot. If the user doesn't continue, an acknowledging
message is printed. In either case, there is a pause for the
user before the main menu is again displayed.

(defun InputDescription ()
(prog (Reply)
;; show warning message
(format t ”°2/oReady to accept robot description. This")
(format t ” description will")
(format t "“Soverwrite the current description and erase the")
(format t " current link")
(format t "“^parameter table and A matrices.")
(format t ”°%Do you wish to continue? (Y/N) - ")
;; read the user's reply
(setq Reply (read))
;; continue - accept description and erase link parameter table and
;; A matrices
(if (On Reply '(Y YES Yes y yes))
(prog ()
(GetDescription)
(setq *LPTable* nil)
(setq ••AMatrices* nil)
(format t "°27£Robot description completed.")
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu))
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;; abort - return to main ARMS menu
(prog ()
(format t "°2%Input of description aborted.")
(format t "°%The current description, link parameter")
(format t " table, and")
(format t "°”iA matrices were not changed.")
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))))

;;; ShowMenu clears the screen and displays the main ARMS menu.
(defun ShowMenu ()
(prog ()
(ClearScreen)
(ShowMainMenu)))

;;; On checks to see if Item is EQUAL (not EQL) to any element
;;; in AList. It returns a non-nil value if the test succeeds, or
;;; nil if the test fails.
(defun On (Item AList)
(member Item AList :test //'equal))

GetDescription prompts the user for the various parts of a robot
description. It then puts the parts into a certain format and
sets the global variable *Desc* equal to the new description. The
format of a description is
(Name NumberOfLinks (description of link 1)
(description of link 2)

;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

(description of link n))
where n = NumberOfLinks. If there are n links, then there
are n-2 joints in the robot. Link 1 contains the base coordinate
system and the offsets to the coordinate system of link 2. Link x,
where 1 < x < number of joints + 1, contains coordinate system x,
the offsets from system x to system x + 1, and joint x - 1. Link n,
where n = number of joints + 2, describes the approach and
orientation vectors of the end effector. GetLinkDescription is
called to get the description of each link.

(defun GetDescription ()
(prog (RName NumJ)
;; get the name of the robot
(format t "°XEnter the name of the robot. The name must be”)
(format t " a sequence of")
(format t "°%letters and/or digits containing no spaces or ")
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(format t "punctuation marks.")
It
(format t "°%Robot name - )
(setq RName (read))
;; get the number of joints in the robot - there will be one
;; more link in the robot than there are joints
(format t "°2%Number of joints - ")
(setq NumJ (read))
;; check for a valid number of joints and reprompt until the
;; number is valid
(do ()
((and (integerp NumJ) (> NumJ 0))
nil)
(format
,,0°oThe number of joints must be a positive integer.")
. . . - ti
(format
"°«Number of joints
)
(setq NumJ (read)))
;; set '^Desc* equal to (Name NumberOfLinks)
(setq *Desc,v (list RName (+ NumJ 2)))
;; get the link descriptions and put them into a list
"°2?oEnter the link descriptions. If there are n")
(format
(format
" joints, link")
"°/i.n+2 describes the orientation and approach vectors")
(format
"°%of the end effector. Link n+1 describes joint n,")
(format
"“^coordinate system n+1, and the offsets to the base")
(format
"°%of the approach vector. Link 1 describes the offsets")
(format
”°%from the base system to the coordinate system of link")
(format
"°%2. For all other links, link x contains joint x-1,")
(format
"°«the coordinate system for link x, and the offsets")
(format
(format
"°%from the link x system to the link x+1 system.")
(do (NewJoint
(N 1 (+ N 1)))
((> N ( + 2 NumJ))
nil)
(setq NewJoint (GetLinkDescription NumJ N))
(setq *Desc* (append *Desc* (list NewJoint))))))

;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;

GetAxes returns a list of vectors that describes the orientation
of the left-handed coordinate system attached to link N. If N
equals 0 then the link describes the approach vector.
In this case
it prompts for the vector that is the approach vector and the vector
that is the orientation vector. It is given in terms of the base in
terms of the base coordinate system. If the link does not describe
the approach vector, then only an axis is needed. The axis is the
axis around which the revolute joint in the link turns, or along
which the prismatic joint slides. Again, the axis is in terms
of the BCS. In either case, an arbitrary orientation of a lefthand system is returned. Arbitrarily choosing one of the possible
orientations reduces the combinatorics of the system considerably.
There are 24 possible orientations of a left-handed system,
or 576 (24 squared) combinations of two of these systems. Simply
choosing one of the possible ones reduces the number to 3 for a
non-approach link. The list that is returned contains three vectors
that describe in order the direction of the +X, +Y, and +Z axes of
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the coordinate system in terms of the base coordinate system. For
example, (NZ PY PX) describes a system in which the +X axis of the
system is along the -Z axis of the base system, the +Y axis is
along the base +Y axis, and the +Z axis is along the base +X axis.
The base system looks like the following by definition:
+Z

;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

/
/
/
+Y

(defun GetAxes (N)
(let (Axes)
(if (equal N 0)
;; get description of the approach vector
(prog (Approach Orientation)
(format t "°2%Enter the approach vector.")
(VectorErrorMessage)
(format t "°/oApproach vector - ")
(setq Approach (read))
;; make sure the approach vector is valid
(do ()
((ValidVector Approach)
nil)
(VectorErrorMessage)
(format t "“^Approach vector - ")
(setq Approach (read)))
;; get description of orientation vector
(VectorErrorMessage)
(format t ”°%The orientation vector must be perpendicular")
(format t " to the approach vector.°2»Orientation vector - ")
(setq Orientation (read))
;; make sure the orientation vector is valid
(do ()
((and (ValidVector Orientation)
(ValidOrientation Approach Orientation))
nil)
(VectorErrorMessage)
(format t "°%The orientation vector must be perpendicular")
(format t " to the approach vector.°2%0rientation vector - ")
(setq Orientation (read)))
;; return the orientation of the coordinate system that
;; has the approach vector on its +Z axis and the orientation
;; vector on its +Y axis
(setq Axes
(case Approach
('PX (case Orientation
('PY '(NZ PY PX))
('NY '(PZ NY PX))
(’PZ '(PY PZ PX))
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(’NZ ’(NY NZ PX))))
(case Orientation
('PX '(PZ PX PY))
('NX '(NZ NX PY))
('PZ '(NX PZ PY))
('NZ '(PX NZ PY))))
('PZ (case Orientation
('PX '(NY PX PZ))
('NX '(PY NX PZ))
('PY '(PX PY PZ))
('NY '(NX NY PZ))))
('NX (case Orientation
( 'PY '(PZ PY NX))
('NY ’(NZ NY NX))
('PZ '(NY PZ NX))
('NZ '(PY NZ NX))))
('NY (case Orientation
( 'PX '(NZ PX NY))
( 'NX '(PZ NX NY))
('PZ ’(PX PZ NY))
(’NZ ’(NX NZ NY))))
('NZ (case Orientation
(’PX '(PY PX NZ))
('NX '(NY NX NZ))
('PY '(NX PY NZ))
('NY ’(PX NY NZ)))))))
;; get description of a non-approach link
(prog (Ax)
(format t "°2%Enter the axis around which the revolute")
(format t " joint turns")
(format t "°%or along which the prismatic joint slides")
(format t " (X, Y, or Z).")
(format t "°%Axis of motion - ")
(setq Ax (read))
;; make sure the axis is valid
(do ()
((On Ax ’(x y z X Y Z))
nil)
(format t "°2/oThe axis of motion must be either X, Y,")
(format t " or Z. °%Axis of motion - ")
(setq Ax (read)))
;; return an arbitrary orientation that has its Z axis
;; in the same direction as the axis just entered
(case Ax
(’X (setq Axes ’(NZ PY PX)))
(‘Y (setq Axes ’(PX PZ NY)))
C Z (setq Axes '(PX PY PZ))))))
Axes))
('PY

;;; ValidVector succeeds if V is in the given list, otherwise it fails.
(defun ValidVector (V)
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(On V ’(PX PY PZ NX NY NZ px py

pz

nx ny nz)))

;;; VectorErrorMessage describes how to enter a valid vector.
(defun VectorErrorMessage ()
(prog ()
(format t "°2/oVectors are specified by two characters. The")
(format t " first character")
(format t "°%must be a P for positive or an N for negative.”)
(format t " The second")
(format t "“^character must be either X, Y, or Z to specify")
(format t " the axis.")
(format t "°%There must not be a space between the two ")
(format t "characters.°»")))

;;; ValidOrientation returns t if the orientation vector doesn't
;;; lie on the same axis as the approach vector.
(defun ValidOrientation
(cond
((On App
'(PX NX))
((On App
'(PY NY))
((On App
'(PZ NZ))

(App Orient)
(not (On Orient '(PX NX))))
(not (On Orient '(PY NY))))
(not (On Orient ’(PZ NZ))))))

;;; GetOffsets returns a list which contains the fixed offsets
;;; along the X, Y, and Z axes of the link, in that order. They
;;; are in terms of the base coordinate system.
(defun GetOffsets ()
(let (X Y Z)
(format t "°2/oX, Y, and Z distances in the link ")
;; explain to the user what to enter
(DistanceErrorMessage)
;; get the X distance
(format t "°/iX distance - ")
(setq X (read))
;; make sure the X distance is valid
(do ()
((ValidDistance X)
nil)
(DistanceErrorMessage)
(format t " ° % X distance - ”)
(setq X (read)))
;; get the Y distance
(format t " ° % Y distance - ")
(setq Y (read))
;; make sure the Y distance is valid
(do ()
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((ValidDistance Y)
nil)
(DistanceErrorMessage)
(format t "°%Y distance - ")
(setq Y (read)))
;; get the Z distance
(format t "°*Z distance - ")
(setq Z (read))
;; make sure the Z distance is valid
(do ()
((ValidDistance Z)
nil)
(DistanceErrorMessage)
(format t "°%Z distance - ")
(setq Z (read)))
;; return the list of distances
(list X Y Z)))

;;; DistanceErrorMessage describes the valid distances that the
;;; user can enter for the fixed offsets in a link.
(defun DistanceErrorMessage ()
(prog ()
(format t "°2%The X, Y, and Z distances are net distances for")
(format t "°»the link. Their values should be real numbers.
If")
(format t "°%there is no distance for an axis, enter 0. If the")
(format t "“^distance isn't known, enter p for a positive distance")
(format t " or N for a negative distance.")))

;;; ValidDistance succeeds if the user entered a valid distance
;;; for an offset. A distance must either be a number, P for an
;;; unknown positive distance, or N for an unknown negative distance.
(defun ValidDistance (D)
(or (numberp D)
(On D '(P N p n))))

;;; GetLimits returns a list containing the lower and upper limits
;;; on the range of motion for joint N. These values are
;;; not currently used.
(defun GetLimits (N)
(let (L U)
(format t "°2%Range of motion for joint ")
(princ N)
;; explain what a valid limit is
(LimitErrorMessage)
;; get the lower limit

(format t "°%Lower limit - ")
(setq L (read))
;; make sure the lower limit is valid
(do ()
((ValidLimit "L" L nil)
nil)
(LimitErrorMessage)
(format t "°%Lower limit - ’’)
(setq L (read)))
;; get the upper limit
(format t ,,c>%Upper limit - ”)
(setq U (read))
;; make sure the upper limit is valid
(do ()
((ValidLimit "U" L U)
nil)
(LimitErrorMessage)
(format t "°%Upper limit - ")
(setq U (read)))
;; return the list containing the limits
(list L U)))

GetLinkDescription reads in a description of link N.
is a list of the following form:

The resu

(LinkNumber TypeOfJoint XAxis YAxis ZAxis XDistance YDistance
ZDistance LowerLimit UpperLimit)

(defun GetLinkDescription (NumJ N)
(let (JType XAx YAx ZAx XOff YOff ZOff Lower Upper Axes Offsets
Limits)
;; show link number
(format t "°2%Link ")
(princ N)
(cond
((equal N 1)
; first link
(prog ()
;; describe base system
(setq XAx ’PX)
(setq YAx ’PY)
(setq ZAx 'PZ)
;; set up dummy joint type
(setq JType 1B)
;; get offsets to first joint
(setq Offsets (GetOffsets))
(setq XOff (car Offsets))
(setq YOff (cadr Offsets))
(setq ZOff (caddr Offsets))
;; there is no variable so set up
;; dummy limits
(setq Lower 0)
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(setq Upper 0)))
; last link
(prog ()
;; set up dummy joint type
(setq JType ’A)
;; get approach and orientation vectors
(setq Axes (GetAxes 0))
(setq XAx (car Axes))
(setq YAx (cadr Axes))
(setq ZAx (caddr Axes))
;; there are no offsets
(setq XOff 0)
(setq YOff 0)
(setq ZOff 0)
;; there is no variable
(setq Lower 0)
(setq Upper 0)))
(t
; any other link
(prog ()
;; get the joint type (prismatic or
;; revolute)
(format t "°%Type of joint - ")
(setq JType (read))
;; make sure the joint type is valid
(do ()
((On JType '(R P r p))
nil)
(format t "°%The type of joint must")
(format t " be ")
(format t "either P for prismatic")
(format t ”°%(sliding) or R for ")
(format t "revolute (turning).")
(format t "°%Type of joint - ")
(setq JType (read)))
;; describe the coordinate system
(setq Axes (GetAxes N))
(setq XAx (car Axes))
(setq YAx (cadr Axes))
(setq ZAx (caddr Axes))
;; get offsets to the next link
(setq Offsets (GetOffsets))
(setq XOff (car Offsets))
(setq YOff (cadr Offsets))
(setq ZOff (caddr Offsets))
;; get range of motion information
(setq Limits (GetLimits (- N 1)))
(setq Lower (car Limits))
(setq Upper (cadr Limits)))))
;;; return the list which describes link N
(list N JType XAx YAx ZAx XOff YOff ZOff Lower Upper)))
((equal N (+ NumJ 2))
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;;; Obey calls a routine which carries out the command that the user
;;; chose from the main ARMS menu. If an invalid command was
;;; entered, BadCommand is called.
(defun Obey (Command)
(case Command
('ID (InputDescription))
(’LD (LoadGeneral 1))
('ED (EditDescription))
('VD (ViewDescription))
('SD (SaveGeneral 1))
(’LT (LoadGeneral 2))
('GT (GenerateTable))
C'VT (ViewTable))
('ST (SaveGeneral 2))
('LA (LoadGeneral 3))
('GA (GenerateAMatrices))
('VA (ViewAMatrices))
('SA (SaveGeneral 3))
('SM (ShowMenu))
(’Q (Quit))
(otherwise (BadCommand))))

;;; ClearScreen clears the screen by printing 25 carriage returns.
;;; This routine may not work for every type of terminal.
(defun ClearScreen ()
(format t "°25%"))

;;; ShowWelcomeScreen just displays the ARMS system welcome screen.
(defun ShowWelcomeScreen ()
(prog ()
(format t "°6%°37 ,OTA.R.M .S .03/«°25 ,OTArbitrary Robot Modeling")
(format t " System")
(format t ”°6%°17,OTDeveloped at the University of Missouri -")
(format t " Rolla")
(format t "°2«°40,OTby")
(format t ,,02»°33,OTWilliam R. Gerlt")
(format t "°5%")))

>3
s
s
>
i>
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y
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LimitErrorMessage describes the possible valid values for limits
on the range of motion for a joint. Numbers are valid limits on
the range of motion. If numbers are entered, the upper limit must
be greater than the lower limit. If the limits are unknown, L
may be entered for the lower limit and U for the upper limit. The
assumed unit for a revolute joint is degrees. The assumed unit
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;;; for a prismatic joint is taken to be the same unit as was used
;;; to describe the X, Y, and Z distances in the links.
(defun LimitErrorMessage ()
(prog ()
(format t "°2%The range of motion is expressed by two numbers")
(format t " which are the")
(format t "“Slower and upper limits for the motion of the joint.")
(format t " If the ")
(format t "°%joint is revolute, degrees are the assumed units.")
(format t "if the ”)
(format t "°%joint is prismatic, the assumed unit is the same")
(format t " as the unit")
(format t "°»used to describe the X, Y, and Z distances in")
(format t " the robot. If ")
(format t "°%numeric values are unknown, enter L for the lower")
(format t " limit and ")
(format t "°%U for the upper limit. If numeric values are")
(format t " used, the ")
(format t "°%upper bound must be greater than the lower bound.”)))

;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

ValidLimit succeeds if the value for the lower (or upper) limit
was valid. The lower limit is valid if it is numeric or L. The
upper limit is valid if it is U or if it is numeric and the lower
limit is not numeric or if it is numeric and the lower limit
is numeric and the upper limit is greater than the lower limit.

(defun ValidLimit (Limit LValue UValue)
(if (equal Limit "U")
(or (and (numberp UValue)
(numberp LValue)
(< LValue UValue))
(On UValue ’(U u))
(numberp UValue))
(or (numberp LValue)
(On LValue '(L 1)))))

;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

LoadGeneral is called by all the commands on the main menu that
load something from a file (ie LD, LT, and LA). If Code is 1,
a description is to be loaded. If Code is 2, a link parameter
table is to be loaded. If Code is 3, A matrices are to be loaded.
Whatever is loaded, the other three are set to nil to ensure that
all four of the global variables describe the same robot.

(defun LoadGeneral (Code)
(prog (FileName Reply InStream)
;; give warning message
(LoadMessagel Code)
(format t "°%Do you wish to continue? (Y/N) - ")
(setq Reply (read))
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(if (not (On Reply '(Y YES Yes y yes)))
;; abort load
(LoadMessage2)
;; continue load
(prog ()
;; get file name
(format t "°%Enter the name of the file. The file name must")
(format t "°%be enclosed in double quotes. It may contain a")
(format t "°%path in addition to a file name.")
(format t "°%File name - ")
(setq FileName (read))
;; make sure file name is valid
(do ()
((stringp FileName)
nil)
(format t "°%The file name must be enclosed in double ")
(format t "quotes.°/oFile name - ")
(setq FileName (read)))
(if (setq InStream (open FileName :direction :input
:if-does-not-exist nil))
;; try to open and read file - set other variables to nil
(prog ()
(case Code
(1 (prog ()
(setq ,vDesc* (read InStream))
(setq *LPTable* nil)
(setq *VariableList* nil)
(setq *AMatrices* nil)))
(2 (prog ()
(setq *Desc* nil)
(setq *LPTable* (read InStream))
(setq *VariableList* nil)
(setq *AMatrices* nil)))
(3 (prog ()
(setq *Desc,v nil)
(setq *LPTable* nil)
(setq *AMatrices* (read InStream))
(setq *VariableList-v (read InStream)))))
;; close the file
(close InStream)
;; successful load message
(LoadMessage3 Code))
;; unsuccessful load message
(LoadMessage4))))
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))

;;; LoadMessagel displays the appropriate warning message about loading
;;; something from a file.
(defun LoadMessagel (Code)
(case Code
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(1 (prog ()

(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(2 (prog ()
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format
(3 (prog ()
(format
(format
(format
(format
(format

t
t
t
t
t

"°2%Loading a description from a file will cause")
" the current")
"“^description to be overwritten. The current link")
"“^parameter table and A matrices will be erased ")
"as well.")))

t
t
t
t
t
t

"°2%Loading a link parameter table from a file")
" will cause")
"°%the current link parameter table to be ")
"overwritten.")
"°%The current robot description and A matrices ")
"will be°%erased as well.")))

t
t
t
t
t

"°2«Loading A matrices from a file will cause")
" the current")
"°%A matrices to be overwritten. The current robot")
"“^description and link parameter table will be")
" erased°%as well.")))))

;;; LoadMessage2 displays a message if the load was aborted,
(defun LoadMessage2 ()
(format t "°2%Load aborted - Nothing changed."))

;;; LoadMessage3 displays the appropriate message if the load was
;;; successful.
(defun LoacLMessage3 (Code)
(case Code
(1 (prog ()
(format t "°2%Description loaded. Link parameter table and")
(format t " A matrices erased.")))
(2 (prog ()
(format t "°2%Link parameter table loaded. Robot description")
(format t " and A matrices erased.")))
(3 (prog ()
(format t "°2%A matrices loaded. Robot description and link")
(format t ” parameter table erased.")))))

;;; LoadMessage4 is displayed if there was an error loading something
;;; from a file (ie. file doesn't exist, etc).
(defun LoadMessage4 ()
(prog ()
(format t "°2%Error opening or reading file.")
(format t "“^Nothing loaded or erased.")))
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;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

Quit is called if the user chooses the Q option on the main ARMS
menu. It displays a warning message and then asks if it should
continue. If it should continue, it displays another message and
returns the user to the operating system. Otherwise, it returns the
user to the main ARMS menu.

(defun Quit ()
(prog (Reply)
;; show warning message
( f o r m a t
t ,,02%Do y o u w i s h
( f o r m a t

t

"°5 oU n saved

w o rk ?

t o

e x i t

t h e

ARMS

s y s t e m

a n d

l o s e

a l l

" )

(Y/N) - ")

(setq Reply (read))
(if (On Reply ’(Y YES Yes y yes))
;; leave ARMS (and Lisp) and return to the operating system
(prog ()
(format t "°2%Leaving ARMS system.... ")
(Delay 75)
(ClearScreen)
(exit))
;; don't leave the sytem - return to the main ARMS menu
(prog ()
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))))

;;; BadCommand displays an error message if an invalid option has been
;;; chosen from the main ARMS menu.
(defun BadCommand ()
(prog ()
(format t "°2%You entered an invalid command.
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))

>;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
>> >
;;;

Try again.")

EditDescription is called if the user chooses the ED option from
the main ARMS menu. It first displays a warning message and asks if
the user wishes to continue. It then either aborts the edit or
continues. If it continues, it enters the editing loop. In this
loop it shows the edit menu, reads the user's command, and executes
the command. If the edit loop is entered, then the link parameter
table and A matrices are erased to ensure that the four global
variables all describe the same robot.

(defun EditDescription ()
(prog '(Reply)
;; show warning
(format t "°2«Editting the current description causes the current")
(format t " link°%parameter table and A matrices to be erased.")
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(format t "°%Do you wish to continue? (Y/N) - ")
(setq Reply (read))
(if (not (On Reply ’(Y YES Yes y yes)))
;; abort edit
(prog ()
(format t "°2%Edit aborted - Nothing changed or erased")
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu))
;; explain that there is no description to edit and then abort
(if (equal *Desc* nil)
(prog ()
(NilDescriptionMessage)

(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu))
;; edit the description
(prog (Command)
(format t "°2%Entering ARMS editor")
(Delay 75)
;; display the edit menu
(ClearScreen)
(ShowEditMenu)
;; get the user's command
(Prompt)
(setq Command (read))
;; perform the desired edit
(ObeyEdit Command)
;; go through the edit cycle until the user chooses
;; to return to the main ARMS menu
(do ()
((On Command '(R r))
nil)
(Delay 75)
(ClearScreen)
(ShowEditMenu)
(Prompt)
(setq Command (read))
(ObeyEdit Command))
;; erase the link parameter table, A matrices,
;; and variable list
(setq -vLPTable* nil)
(setq *AMatrices* nil)
(setq *VariableList* nil)
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu))))))

;;; ShowEditMenu displays the edit menu.
(defun ShowEditMenu ()
(prog ()
(format t "°3%°33,OTARMS EDIT MENU")
(format t "02«°5,OTCommand")
(format t "°%°7,0TCN°14,0T- Change the name of the robot")
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(format
(format
(format
(format
(format

t
t
t
t
t

"6%°7,0TAL°14,0T"o%°7,0TDLo14,0T"°%o7,0TRL°14)0T"°%°7,0TR °14,0T" main menu°3«")))

Add a link to the robot")
Delete a link from the robot")
Replace a link in the robot")
Exit the editor and return to the")

;;; ObeyEdit calls a routine to perform the edit that the user chose
;;; from the edit menu.
(defun ObeyEdit (Command)
(case Command
(1CN (ChangeRobotName))
('AL (AddALink))
('DL (DeleteALink))
('RL (ReplaceALink))
('R (LeaveEditor))
(otherwise (progn
(format t "°2%You entered an invalid command.")
(format t " Try again.°%")))))

;;; ChangeRobotName is called if the CN option is chosen from the edit
;;; menu. It simply replaces the existing name with the new one.
(defun ChangeRobotName ()
(prog (NewName)
;; display instructions
(format t ”°2%Enter the new name for the robot. The name must")
(format t " be a series")
(format t "°%of letters and/or digits containing no spaces or")
(format t " punctuation")
(format t "°%marks.")
(format t "°%New robot name - ")
;; get new robot name
(setq NewName (read))
(setq *Desc* (append (list NewName)
(cdr *Desc*)))
(format t "°2%Robot name changed")))

;;; NilDescriptionMessage is called if the user tries to edit the robot
;;; description and there is no robot description.
(defun NilDescriptionMessage ()
(prog ()
(format t "°2%You must first enter a robot description.")
(format t "°%Edit aborted - Nothing changed or erased.")))
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;;; LeaveEditor displays a message when the user chooses the R option
;;; from the edit menu.
(defun LeaveEditor ()
(prog ()
(format t "°2«Editting completed.")
(format t "°%Current link parameter table and A matrices erased.")
(format t "°%Returning to main ARMS menu.")))

;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

AddALink is called if the user chooses the AL command from
the edit menu. This routine allows the user to add a link to
the robot description.
It adds the new link N just before the old
link N. You cannot add a new first or last link.

(defun AddALink ()
(prog (N)
;; get number of the link to add
(format t "°2»Number of the link to add - ")
(setq N (read))
;; make sure the number was a positive integer and not before
;; the first or after the last link
(do ()
((and (integerp N)
(> N 1)
(< N (+ (cadr *Desc,v) 1)))
nil)
(format t "°2%The link number must be a positive integer ")
(format t "from 2 to the°%number of links.0%")
(format t ”°%Number of the link to add - ”)
(setq N (read)))
;; add link N to the description - the 1 means that ALink was called
;; from AddALink instead of ReplaceALink
(ALink N 1)))

;;; ALink is called by AddALink (Code = 1) and ReplaceALink (Code = 0)
;;; to do the actual adding of a link to the description.
(defun ALink (N Code)
(prog (NewLink NewLinkList Links)
;; get the description of the new link
(if (equal Code 1)
(setq NewLink (GetLinkDescription (- (cadr *Desc*) 1) N))
(setq NewLink (GetLinkDescription (- (cadr *Desc*) 2) N)))
(setq NewLinkList -nil)
(setq Links (cddr *Desc*))
;; search through the list of link descriptions for the spot in
;; which to insert the new link. change the number of the links
;; that come after the new link, put the new link in the proper
;; location.
(do ()
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((equal Links nil)
nil)
;; copy preceding links to new link description list
(if (< (caar Links) N)
(setq NewLinkList (append NewLinkList
(list (car Links))))
;; insert new link at proper spot, update number on old link
;; N and copy it to the new list
(if (equal (caar Links) N)
(prog ()
(setq NewLinkList (append NewLinkList
(list NewLink)))
(setq NewLinkList (append NewLinkList
(list (append (list (4- N 1))
(cdar Links))))))
;; update number of succeeding links and copy them to the
;; new list
(setq NewLinkList (append NewLinkList
(list (append (list (+ 1
(caar Links)))
(cdar Links)))))))
(setq Links (cdr Links)))
;; update *Desc,'r to contain the new list of link descriptions
(setq *Desc* (append (list (car ,vDesc,v))
(list (+ 1 (cadr *Desc*)))
NewLinkList))
;; if this routine was called from AddALink, print a message
(if (equal Code 1)
(format t "°2%New link added"))))

;;; DeleteALink is called if the user chooses the DL option from the edit
;;; the edit menu. It deletes a link from the robot description.
;;; The first and last links cannot be deleted.
(defun DeleteALink ()
(prog (N)
;; get number of link to delete
(format t "°2%Number of the link to delete - ")
(setq N (read))
;; make sure the link number is a positive integer from 2 to the
;; number of links - 1
(do ()
((and (integerp N)
(> N 1)
(< N (cadr *Desc*)))
nil)
(format t "°2%The link number must be a positive integer from")
(format t " 2 to the “^number of links - l.°)o")
(format t ,,0%Number of the link to delete - ”)
(setq N (read)))
;; call DLink to delete link N from the description - the 1 means
;; that DLink was called from DeleteALink
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(DLink N 1)))

;;; DLink is called by DeleteALink (Code = 1) and ReplaceALink
;;; (Code = 0) to delete link N from the robot description.
(defun DLink (N Code)
(prog (NewLinkList Links)
(setq NewLinkList nil)
(setq Links (cddr *Desc*))
;; Search through the links until the desired link is found.
It is
;; not copied to the new list of links. The links following the
;; deleted link must have their link number decremented.
(do ()
((equal Links nil)
nil)
;; If the link comes before the desired link, just copy it to
;; the new list of links.
(if (< (caar Links) N)
(setq NewLinkList (append NewLinkList
(list (car Links))))
;; If the link comes after the desired link, decrement its
;; link number and add it to the new list of links
(if (> (caar Links) N)
(setq NewLinkList (append NewLinkList
(list (append (list
(- (caar Links) 1))
(cdar Links)))))))
(setq Links (cdr Links)))
;; Set *Desc* to the new value which contains the new list of links
(setq *Desc* (append (list (car *Desc*))
(list (- (cadr *Desc*) 1))
NewLinkList))
;; If DLink was called from DeleteALink, print a message
(if (equal Code 1)
(format t "°2/iLink deleted"))))

;;; ReplaceALink is called if the user chooses the RL option from the
;;; edit menu.
It allows the user to replace a link description
;;; in the robot description.
(defun ReplaceALink ()
(prog (N)
;; get number of the link
(format t "°2%Number of the link to replace - ")
(setq N (read))
;; make sure the link number is a positive integer and a valid
;; link number
(do ()
((and (integerp N)
(> N 0)
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(< (+ (cadr *Desc*) 1)))
nil)
(format t "°2%The link number must be a positive integer ")
(format t "from 1 to the number of links.°%")
(format t "°%Number of the link to replace - ")
(setq N (read)))
;; add the new link N
(ALink N 0)
;; delete the old link N
(DLink (+ N 1) 0)
(format t "°2%Link replaced")))

;;; ViewDescription is called if the VD option is chosen from the main
;;; ARMS menu. It prints out the robot description in a readable format.
(defun ViewDescription ()
(prog (Links)
;; make sure that there is a robot description
(if (not (equal *Desc,v nil))
;; print the description
(prog ()
;; print name of robot
(format t "°5%Description of ")
(princ (car ^Desc*))
;; print table headings
(format t "°3%°7,OTJoint
AXES°35,0TDISTANCES°61,OTRANGE")
(format t ” OF MOTION")
(format t "°% Link Type
+X +Y +Z
X
")
(format t ”Y
Z
Lower
Upper°%")
(setq Links (cddr *Desc*))
;; loop through the list of link descriptions
(do (ThisOne)
((equal Links nil)
nil)
(setq ThisOne (car Links))
(setq Links (cdr Links))
(format t 1,0%")
;; print the link number
(cond
((< (car ThisOne) 10)
(prog ()
(princ "
")
(princ (car ThisOne))
(princ " ")))
(t
(prog ()
(princ " ”)
(princ (car ThisOne))
(princ ” ”))))
(princ "
”)
;; print the joint type
(cond
((equal (car ThisOne) 1)
(princ "B"))
((equal (car ThisOne) (cadr *Desc*)) (princ "A"))
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(t
(princ (second ThisOne))))
(princ "
”)
;; print the +X axis
(princ (third ThisOne))
(princ " ")
;; print the +Y axis
(princ (fourth ThisOne))
(princ " ")
;; print the +Z axis
(princ (fifth ThisOne))
(princ " ")
;; print the X distance
(if (numberp (sixth ThisOne))
(princ (NumberFormat (sixth ThisOne)))
(prog ()
(princ "
")
(princ (sixth ThisOne))
(princ "
”)))
(princ ” ")
;; print the Y distance
(if (numberp (seventh ThisOne))
(princ (NumberFormat (seventh ThisOne)))
(prog ()
(princ "
")
(princ (seventh ThisOne))
(princ "
")))
(princ " ")
;; print the Z distance
(if (numberp (eighth ThisOne))
(princ (NumberFormat (eighth ThisOne)))
(prog ()
(princ "
”)
(princ (eighth ThisOne))
(princ "
")))
(princ " ")
;; print the lower limit on the range of motion
(if (numberp (ninth ThisOne))
(princ (NumberFormat (ninth ThisOne)))
(prog ()
(princ "
”)
(princ (ninth ThisOne))
(princ "
")))
(princ ” ")
;; print the upper limit on the range of motion
(if (numberp (tenth ThisOne))
(princ (NumberFormat (tenth ThisOne)))
(prog ()
(princ "
")
(princ (tenth ThisOne)))))
;; wait for the user to continue
(format t "°2%Type C to continue..... ”)
(read))
;; if there was no robot description, print a message
(format t ,,02»You must first enter a robot description."))
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(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))

;;; NumberFormat takes a number X and formats it into a floating
;;; point field of size 10 with 3 spaces for the decimal portion.
;;; It returns a string.
(defun NumberFormat (X)
(format nil "°10,4F" X))

;;;
;
;;;
;;;

SaveGeneral is called if any of the save commands are chosen from
the main ARMS menu (ie SD, ST, SA). If Code = 1, a description is
to be saved. If Code = 2, a table is to be saved. If Code = 3, A
matrices are to be saved.

(defun SaveGeneral (Code)
(prog (FileName OutStream NilFlag)
;; make sure that there is something to save first
(setq NilFlag nil)
(cond
((and (equal Code 1)
(equal *0650* nil))
(prog ()
(setq NilFlag t)
(format t "°2%You must first")
(format t " have a r")
(format t "obot description")))
((and (equal Code 2)
(equal *LPTable* nil))
(prog ()
(setq NilFlag t)
(format t "°2*You must first")
(format t " have a link ")
(format t "parameter table”)))
((and (equal Code 3)
(equal *AMatrices* nil))
(prog ()
(setq NilFlag t)
(format t "°2%You must first")
(format t " have some ")
(format t "A matrices"))))
(if NilFlag
;; there was nothing to save
(prog ()
(format t "“^Nothing saved")
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu))
;; there is something to save
(prog ()
;; print instructions
(SaveMessage Code)
;; get the file name
(format t "°/(File name - ")
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(setq FileName (read))
;; make sure the file name is valid
(do ()
((stringp FileName)
nil)
(format t "02«The file name must be enclosed in double ")
(format t "quotes°%File name - ")
(setq FileName (read)))
;; try to save something - If the file exists, its version
;; number will be incremented. If the file doesn't exist,
;; it will be created.
(if (with-open-f ile (OutStream FileName .
‘direction :output
:if-does-not-exist :create
:if-exists :new-version)
(setq Sprint-pretty* t)
;; print something to the file in a pretty format
(case Code
(1 (print *Desc* OutStream))
(2 (print *LPTab1e* OutStream))
(3 (progl
(print *AMatrices* OutStream)
(print *VariableList* OutStream)))))
;; success message
(prog ()
(setq *print-pretty* nil)
(format t "°2%")
(case Code
(1 (princ "Robot description "))
(2 (princ "Link parameter table "))
(3 (princ "A matrices ")))
(princ "written to the file ")
(princ FileName))
;; failure message
(prog ()
(setq *print-pretty* nil)
(format t "°2°oError writing to the file ")
(princ FileName)
(format t "°%Nothing saved")))
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))))

;;; SaveMessage prints an appropriate message when something is to be
;;; saved in a file.
(defun SaveMessage (Code)
(prog ()
(format t "°2%Enter the name of the file in which you wish ")
(format t "to save the ")
(case Code
(1 (princ "robot description."))
(2 (princ "link parameter table."))
(3 (princ "A matrices.")))
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(format
(format
(format
(format

t
t
t
t

"°%The file name may contain a path. If the file already")
" exists,°%the version number will be incremented. If ")
"the file does not exist,°*it will be created. The file ")
"name must be enclosed in double quotes.")))

;;; GenerateTable is called if the GT option is selected from the
;;; main ARMS menu. It generates a link parameter table from
;;; the current robot description.
(defun GenerateTable ()
(prog (Name NumAMatrices TableRows)
;; if there is no description, abort and print a message
(if (equal *Desc* nil)
(prog ()
(format t "°2%You must first have a robot description.")
(format t "°%No link parameter table generated."))
;; if there is a description, generate a link parameter table
(prog ()
;; get name of the robot
(setq Name (car *Desc*))
;; get the number of links (A matrices) in the robot
(setq NumAMatrices (- (cadr *Desc*) 1))
;; get the entries in the table for each link in the
;; description
(setq TableRows (GetRows (cddr *Desc*)))
;; put the new table in *LPTable*
(setq *LPTable* (append (list Name)
(list NumAMatrices)
TableRows))
(format t "°2%Link parameter table generated.")))
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))

GetRows is called to generate a list of the information for each row
in the link parameter table. The result is a list in the following
form:
(Name NumberOfRows (row 1 information)
(row 2 information)

(row n information))
where the information for each row looks like:
(RowNumber Variable XDistance YDistance ZDistance XTwist YTwist
ZTwist LowerLimit UpperLimit)
(defun GetRows (Links)
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(let (Rows LinkList Linkl Link2 ThisRow LinkVar Distances Twists)
(setq Rows nil)
(setq LinkList Links)
;; loop through the list of link descriptions until only the last
;; link remains
(do ()
((equal (length LinkList) 1)
nil)
(setq Linkl (car LinkList))
(setq LinkList (cdr LinkList))
(setq Link2 (car LinkList))
(setq ThisRow nil)
;; figure out the name of the variable for the link - it will be
;; either an R (for revolute) or P (for prismatic) followed by the
;; joint number
(setq LinkVar (GetVar (- (car Linkl) 1) (cadr Linkl)))
;; get the X, Y, and Z distances fromlink n-1 to link
n, given
;; the offsets of link n and the axes of link n-1
(setq Distances (GetDistances (list (third Linkl)
(fourth Linkl)
(fifth Linkl))
(list (sixth Linkl)
(seventh Linkl)
(eighth Linkl))))
;; get the X, Y, and Ztwist angles from link
n-1 tolink n,
;; given the axes of link n-1 and the axes oflink n
(setq Twists (GetTwists (list (third Linkl)
(fourth Linkl)
(fifth Linkl))
(list (third Link2)
(fourth Link2)
(fifth Link2))))
;; put the table information for this row in the desired format
(setq ThisRow (append (list (car Linkl)
LinkVar)
Distances
Twists
;; figure out the entries for the limits
(list (if (numberp (ninth Linkl))
(ninth Linkl)
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string
"L"
(format nil h o 0D"
(- (car Linkl) 1)))))
(if (numberp (tenth Linkl))
(tenth Linkl)
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string
"U"
(format nil "°0D"
(- (car Linkl) 1))))))))
;; add the new row to the list of rows
(setq Rows (append Rows
(list ThisRow))))
;; return the list of rows
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Rows))

;;; GetVar takes the type of joint (R or P) and the link number and puts
;;; them together to make a link variable name (ie P3, Rl).
(defun GetVar (Num Type)
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string (string Type)
(format nil "°0D" Num))))

;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

GetDistances is given a coordinate system orientation and a set of
X, Y, and Z distances. The distances are with respect to the base
coordinate system. The result is a list of the distances with
respect to the given coordinate system.

(defun GetDistances (Axes Distances)
(list (FindNewDistance (car Axes) Distances)
(FindNewDistance (second Axes) Distances)
(FindNewDistance (third Axes) Distances)))

;;; FindNewDistance is given an axis and a list of distances. It simply
;;; pulls the distance along the given axis out of the list of distances
;;; and returns it.
(defun FindNewDistance (Axis Distances)
(case Axis
('PX (car Distances))
('PY (second Distances))
('PZ (third Distances))
('NX (Neg (car Distances)))
('NY (Neg (second Distances)))
('NZ (Neg (third Distances)))))

;;; Neg is given either a number, P, or N. If it is given a number, the
;;; negation of the number is returned. If given a P, it returns an N.
;;; If given an N, it returns a P. It is used to negate distances.
(defun Neg (Dist)
(cond
((numberp Dist) (- Dist))
((equal Dist ’P) 'N)
((equal Dist 'N) 'P)))

;;; GetTwists returns the X, Y, and Z twist angles from Axesl to Axes2.
;;; It first finds the X twist, then the Y twist (after making the X
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;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

rotation), and finally the Z twist (after making the X and Y twists).
Looking down a positive axis toward the origin and turning clockwise
is defined as a positive angle of rotation. There are only
3 possible orientations for a non-approach link. There are 24
possible orientations for an approach link.

(defun GetTwists (Axesl Axes2)
(cond
((equal Axesl ’(PX PY PZ)) (cond
((equal Axes2 '(PX PY PZ)) '(0 0 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NZ PY PX)) '(0 90 0))
((equal Axes2 ’(PX PZ NY)) '(90 00 ) )
((equal Axes2 '(NZ NY NX)) '(180 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NX PY NZ)) 1(0 180 0))
((equal Axes2 ’(PX NZ PY)) '(-90 0 0))
((equal Axes2 '(PZ NY PX)) '(180 90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(PY PZ PX)) '(90 90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NY NZ PX)) '(-90 90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NZ NX PY)) '(-90 0 90))
((equal Axes2 '(PZ PX PY)) '(-90 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 (NX PZ PY)) '(-90 0 180))
((equal Axes2 '(NY PX PZ)) ’(0 0 90))
((equal Axes2 '(PY NX PZ)) ’(0 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 '(NX NY PZ)) '(0 0 180))
((equal Axes2 '(PZ PY NX)) '(0 90 0))
((equal Axes2 ’(NY PZ NX)) '(90 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 1(PY NZ NX)) ’(-90 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NZ PX NY)) '(90 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 '(PZ NX NY)) 1(90 0 90))
((equal Axes2 '(NX NZ NY)) '(90 0 180))
((equal Axes2 (PY PX NZ)) ’(180 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 '(NY NX NZ)) '(180 0 90))
((equal Axes2 1(PX NY NZ)) ’(180 0 0))))
((equal Axesl '(NZ PY PX)) (cond
((equal Axes2 '(PX PY PZ)) 1(0 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NZ PY PX)) '(0 0 0))
((equal Axes2 ’(PX PZ NY)) '(90 0 90))
((equal Axes2 ’(NZ NY NX)) '(180 0 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NX PY NZ)) ’(0 90 0))
((equal Axes2 1(PX NZ PY)) ’(-90 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 ’(PZ NY PX)) '(0 0 180))
((equal Axes2 '(PY PZ PX)) '(0 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 ’(NY NZ PX)) ’(0 0 90))
((equal Axes2 ’(NZ NX PY)) '(90 0 0))
((equal Axes2 1(PZ PX PY)) ’(-90 0 180))
((equal Axes2 '(NX PZ PY)) '(-90 0 90))
((equal Axes2 '(NY PX PZ)) '(90 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 ’(PY NX PZ)) ’(-90 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 (NX NY PZ)) ’(180 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(PZ PY NX)) ’(0 180 0))
((equal Axes2 ’(NY PZ NX)) ’(180 0 90))
((equal Axes2 1 (PY NZ NX)) *(180 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 ’(NZ PX NY)) ’(-90 0 0))
((equal Axes2 '(PZ NX NY)) ’(-90 180 0))
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((equal Axes2 '(MX NZ NY)) '(90 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 '(PY PX NZ)) '(90 90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NY NX NZ)) '(-90 90 0))
((equal Axes2 ’(PX NY NZ)) ’(180 90 0))))
((equal Axesl '(PX PZ NY)) (cond
((equal Axes2 '(PX PY PZ)) '(-90 0 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NZ PY PX)) '(-90 90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(PX PZ NY)) ’(0 0 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NZ NY NX)) '(90 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NX PY NZ)) ’(-90 180 0))
((equal Axes2 '(PX NZ PY)) ’(180 0 0))
((equal Axes2 '(PZ NY PX)) '(90 90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(PY PZ PX)) '(0 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 ’(NY NZ PX)) '(180 90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NZ NX PY)) ’(180 0 90))
((equal Axes2 '(PZ PX PY)) '(180 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 '(NX PZ PY)) '(0 180 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NY PX PZ)) '(-90 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 '(PY NX PZ)) '(-90 0 90))
((equal Axes2 '(NX NY PZ)) ’(90 180 0))
((equal Axes2 ’(PZ PY NX)) '(-90 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NY PZ NX)) '(0 90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(PY NZ NX)) '(180 -90 0))
((equal Axes2 '(NZ PX NY)) '(0 0 90))
((equal Axes2 '(PZ NX NY)) ’(0 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 ’(NX NZ NY)) '(0 0 180))
((equal Axes2 ’(PY PX NZ)) '(90 0 -90))
((equal Axes2 '(NY NX NZ)) ’(90 0 90))
((equal Axes2 ’(PX NY NZ)) '(90 0 0))))))

GenerateAMatrices is called if the GA option is selected from the
main ARMS menu. It generates the A matrices from the link parameter
table. The matrices are stored in *AMatrices* in the following form:
(Name NumberOfMatrices
((rowl,matrixl) (row2,matrixl) (row3.matrixl) (row4,matrixl))
((rowl,matrix2) (row2,matrix2) (row3,matrix2) (row4,matrix2))

;

((rowl.matrixn) (row2.matrixn) (row3.matrixn) (row4,matrixn)))

; where each row is of the form:
;

(columnl column2 column3 column4)

; It also generates some additional information which is stored in the
; global variable *VariableList* in the following form:
; ((varl var2 var3 ... varn) ((lowerlimitl upperlimitl)
;
(lowerlimit2 -upperlimit2)
;
(lowerlimit3 upperlimit3)

(lowerlimitn upperlimitn)))
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(defun GenerateAMatrices ()
(prog (Name NumMatrices Matrices ThisMatrix Links ThisLink)
;; if there is no link parameter table, print a message and abort
(if (equal ,vLPTable* nil)
(prog ()
(format t "°2/oYou must first have a link parameter table.")
(format t "°%No A matrices generated."))
;; generate the A matrices
(prog ()
;; get the name of the robot
(setq Name (car ,vLPTable* ))
(setq Matrices nil)
;; get the number of matrices
(setq NumMatrices (cadr ,vLPTable,v))
(setq Links (cddr *LPTable*))
;; for each row of the table, generate a matrix
(do ()
((equal Links nil)
nil)
(setq ThisLink (car Links))
(if (On (subseq (string (cadr ThisLink)) 0 1) 1("P" "p"))
;; generate a matrix for a prismatic joint
(setq ThisMatrix (APrismatic ThisLink))
(if (On (subseq (string (cadr ThisLink)) 0 1) '("R" "r
;; generate a matrix for a revolute joint
(setq ThisMatrix (ARevolute ThisLink))
;; generate a matrix for the approach vector link
(setq ThisMatrix (ABase ThisLink))))
(setq Matrices (append Matrices
(list ThisMatrix)))
(setq Links (cdr Links)))
;; store the matrices in *AMatrices*
(setq *AMatrices* (append (list Name NumMatrices)
Matrices))
(setq *VariableList* (GenerateVarList))
(format t "°2^A matrices generated.")))
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))

;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

GenerateVarList produces the information that is stored in
*VariableList*. This information is simply a list of the joint
control variables and their upper and lower bounds on their range
of motion. This information is needed in order to solve the
position control equations.

(defun GenerateVarList ()
(let (Rows VarL LimL ThisRow)
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(setq Rows (cddr ^LPTable*))
(setq VarL nil)
(setq LimL nil)
(do ()
((equal Rows nil)
nil)
(setq ThisRow (car Rows))
(setq Rows (cdr Rows))
(if (not (equal (car ThisRow) 1))
(prog ()
(setq VarL (append VarL (list (second ThisRow))))
(setq LimL (append LiraL (list (list (ninth ThisRow)
(tenth ThisRow))))))))
(list VarL LimL)))

;;; APrismatic generates the entries for a prismatic joint’s A matrix
;;; and puts them in a matrix form. The last row is always ( 0 0 0 1 ) .
(defun APrismatic (Link)
(list (list (AP11 Link) (AP12 Link) (AP13 Link) (APIA Link))
(list (AP21 Link) (AP22 Link) (AP23 Link) (AP2A Link))
(list (AP31 Link) (AP32 Link) (AP33 Link) (AP3A Link))
(list 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

;;; ABase generates the entries for the base coordinate system's A
;;; matrix and puts them in a matrix form. The last row is always
;;;

(o

o o

i).

(defun ABase (Link)
(list (list (AP11 Link) (AP12 Link) (AP13 Link)
(list (AP21 Link) (AP22 Link) (AP23 Link)
(list (AP31 Link) (AP32 Link) (AP33 Link)
(list 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

(AP14 Link))
(AP24 Link))
(AR34 Link))

;;; ARevolute generates the entries for a revolute joint’s A matrix and
;;; puts them in a matrix form. The last row is always (0 0 01).
(defun ARevolute (Link)
(list (list (AR11 Link) (AR12 Link) (AR13 Link) (AR14 Link))
(list (AR21 Link) (AR22 Link) (AR23 Link) (AR24 Link))
(list (AP31 Link) (AP32 Link) (AP33 Link) (AR34 Link))
(list 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

Calculate the value of
> >» (cos TY) * (cos T2)
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(defun AP11 (Link)
(* (cosd (seventh Link))
(cosd (eighth Link))))

;;; Calculate the value of
;;; -((cos TY) * (sin TZ))
(defun AP12. (Link)
(- (* (cosd (seventh Link))
(sind (eighth Link)))))

;;; Sind calculates the sine of angle X, where X is in degrees.
;;; X will either be 0, 90, -90, or 180.
(defun sind (X)
(case X
(0 0.0)
(90 1.0)
(-90 -1.0)
(180 0.0)))

;;; Cosd claculates the cosine of angle X, where X is in degrees.
;;; X will either be 0, 90, -90, or 180.
(defun cosd (X)
(case X
(0 1.0)
(90 0.0)
(-90 0.0)
(180 -1.0)))

;;; Calculates the value of
;;; s in TY
(defun AP13 (Link)
(sind (seventh Link)))

;;; If DX is numeric its value is returned.
;;; is returned (ie XI, X 4 , etc).

If DX is unknown a symbol

(defun AP14 (Link)
(if (numberp (third Link))
(float (third Link))
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string "X" (format nil "°0D"
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(car Link))))))

;; ; Calculates the value of
;;; ((cos TZ) * (sin TX) * (sin TY)) + ((cos TX) * (sin TZ))
(defun AP21 (Link)
(+ (* (cosd (eighth Link))
(sind (sixth Link))
(sind (seventh Link)))
(* (cosd (sixth Link))
(sind (eighth Link)))))

;;; Calculates the value of
;;; -((sin TZ) * (sin TX) * (sin TY)) + ((cos TZ) * (cos TX))
(defun AP22 (Link)
(- (* (cosd (sixth Link))
(cosd (eighth Link)))
(* (sind (eighth Link))
(sind (sixth Link))
(sind (seventh Link)))))

;;; Calculates the value of
;;; -(cos TY) * (sin TX)
(defun AP23 (Link)
(- (* (cosd (seventh Link))
(sind (sixth Link)))))

;;; If DY is numeric its value is returned.
;;; a symbol is returned (ie. Yl, Y3 , etc).

If it is not numeric,

(defun AP24 (Link)
(if (numberp (fourth Link))
(float (fourth Link))
(make-symbol (concatenate ’string "Y" (format nil "°0D"
(car Link))))))

;;; Calculates the value of
;;; -((cos TX) * (sin TY) * (cos TZ)) + ((sin TZ) * (sin TX))
(defun AP31 (Link)
(- (* (sind (eighth Link))
(sind (sixth Link)))
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(* (cosd (sixth Link))
(sind (seventh Link))
(cosd (eighth Link)))))

;;; Calculates the value of
;;; ((cos TX) * (sin TY) * (sin TZ)) + ((sin TX) * (cos TZ))
(defun AP32 (Link)
(+ (* (cosd (sixth Link))
(sind (seventh Link))
(sind (eighth Link)))
(* (sind (sixth Link))
(cosd (eighth Link)))))

;;; Calculates the value of
;;; (cos TX) * (cos TY)
(defun AP33 (Link)
(* (cosd (sixth Link))
(cosd (seventh Link))))

;;; Returns an expression for DZ + Z, where Z is the variable in the
;;; matrix
(defun AP34 (Link)
(let (Z)
;; if DZ is numeric use its value, otherwise generate a symbol
(if (numberp (fifth Link))
(setq Z (float (fifth Link)))
(setq Z (make-symbol (concatenate 'string "Z" (format nil "°0D"
(car Link))))))
;; simplify the resulting expression if DZ = 0
(if (not (On Z '(0 0.0)))
(list '+ Z (make-symbol (concatenate 'string "P" (format nil
”°0D” (car Link)))))
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string "P” (format nil "°0D"
(- (car Link) 1)))))))

;;; Returns an expression for
;;; ((cos TZ) * (cos Rn) * (cos TY)) - ((cos TZ) * (sin TY) * (sin TX)
;;;
* (sin Rn)) - ((sin TZ) * (sin Rn) * (cos TX))
(defun AR11 (Link)
(let (FI F2 F3 T1 T2 T3 Var)
;; calculate the numeric parts of the expression
(setq FI (* (cosd (eighth Link))
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(cosd (seventh Link))))
(setq F2 (- (* (cosd (eighth Link))
(sind (seventh Link))
(sind (sixth Link)))))
(setq F3 (- (* (sind (eighth Link))
(cosd (sixth Link)))))
;; build a symbol for the variable
(setq Var (make-symbol (concatenate 'string "R" (format nil "°0D"
(- (car Link) 1)))))
;; figure out the terms in simple form
(cond
((equal FI 0.0) (setq T1 0.0))
((equal FI 1.0) (setq T1 (list 'COS Var)))
(t
(setq T1 (list '* FI (list 'COS Var)))))
(cond
((equal F2 0.0) (setq T2 0.0))
((equal F2 1.0) (setq T2 (list 'SIN Var)))
(t
(setq T2 (list '* F2 (list 'SIN Var)))))
(cond
((equal F3 0.0) (setq T3 0.0))
((equal F3 1.0) (setq T3 (list 'SIN Var)))
(t
(setq T3 (list '* F3 (list 'SIN Var)))))
;; put the terms together in simple form
(cond
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)
(numberp T3)) 0 . 0 )
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)) T 3 )
((and (numberp T2)
(numberp T3)) T l )
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T3)) T 2 )
((numberp Tl)
( l i s t '+ T 2 T 3 ) )
((numberp T2)
( l i s t '+ T l T 3 ) )
((numberp T3)
( l i s t '+ T l T 2 ) )
(t
( l i s t '+ T l T 2 T 3 ) ) ) ) )

;;; Returns an expression for
;;; -((sin TZ) * (cos Rn) * (cos TY)) + ((sin TZ) * (sin TY) * (sin TX)
;;; * (sin Rn)) - ((sin Rn) * (cos TX) * (cos TZ))
(defun AR12 (Link)
(let (FI F2 F3 Tl T2 T3 Var)
;; calculate the numeric parts of each term
(setq FI (- (* (sind (eighth Link))
(cosd (seventh Link)))))
(setq F2 (* (sind (eighth Link))
(sind (seventh Link))
(sind (sixth Link))))
(setq F3 (- (* (cosd (sixth Link))
(cosd (eighth Link)))))
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;; create a symbol for the link variable
(setq Var (make-symbol (concatenate 'string "R" (format nil ,,o0D"
(- (car Link) 1)))))
;; find the terms in simplified form
(cond
((equal FI 0.0) (setq Tl 0.0))
((equal FI 1.0) (setq Tl (list 'COS Var)))
(setq Tl (list '* FI (list 'COS Var)))))
(t
(cond
((equal F2 0.0) (setq T2 0.0))
((equal F2 1.0) (setq T2 (list SIN Var)))
(setq T2 (list '* F2 (list 'SIN Var)))))
(t
(cond
((equal F3 0.0) (setq T3 0.0))
'SIN Var)))
((equal F3 1.0) (setq T3 (list '
(setq T3 (list '* F3 (list 'SIN Var)))))
(t
;; put the terms together in simplified form
(cond
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)
(numberp T3)) 0.0)
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)) T3)
((and (numberp T2)
(numberp T3)) Tl)
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T3)) T2)
T2 T3) )
((numberp Tl)
(list'
((numberp T2)
(list
Tl T3))
Tl T2) )
((numberp T3)
(list
(t
(list
Tl T2 T3)))))

;;; Returns an expression for
;;; ((cos Rn) * (sin TY)) + ((cos TY) * (sin TX) * (sin Rn))
(defun AR13 (Link)
(let (FI F2 Tl T2 Var)
;; calculate the numeric parts of the terms
(setq FI (sind (seventh Link)))
(setq F2 (* (cosd (seventh Link))
(sind (sixth Link))))
;; create a symbol to use for the link variable
(setq Var (make-symbol (concatenate 'string "R" (format nil "°0D"
(- (car Link) 1)))))
;; find the simplified terms
(cond
((equal FI 0.0) (setq Tl 0.0))
((equal FI 1.0) (setq Tl (list 'COS Var)))
(t
(setq Tl (list ’* FI (list 'COS Var)))))
(cond
((equal F2 0.0) (setq T2 0.0))
((equal F2 1.0) (setq T2 (list 'SIN Var)))
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(t
(setq T2 (list '* F2 (list 'SIN Var)))))
put the terms together to form a simplified expression
(cond
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)) 0 . 0 )
T2)
((numberp Tl)
Tl)
((numberp T2)
(list ’+ Tl T2)))))
(t

;;; Returns an expression for
;;; (DX * (cos Rn)) - (DY * (sin Rn))
(defun AR14 (Link)
(let (FI F2 Tl T2 Var)
;; find numeric values or symbols for DX and DY
(setq FI (if (numberp (third Link))
(float (third Link))
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string "X" (format nil "°0D"
(car Link))))))
(setq F2 (if (numberp (fourth Link))
(float (fourth Link))
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string "Y" (format nil "°0D"
(car Link))))))
;; create a symbol for the link variable
(setq Var (make-symbol (concatenate 'string "R" (format nil "°0D"
(- (car Link) 1)))))
;; find the simplified terms
(cond
((equal FI 0.0) (setq Tl 0.0))
((equal FI 1.0) (setq Tl (list 'COS Var)))
(t
(setq Tl (list '* FI (list 'COS Var)))))
(cond
((equal F2 0.0) (setq T2 0.0))
((equal F2 1.0) (setq T2 (list 'SIN Var)))
(t
(setq T2 (list '* F2 (list 'SIN Var)))))
;; find the simplified expression
(cond
((and (equal T2 0.0)
(equal Tl 0.0)) 0.0)
((equal Tl 0.0)
(list
T2))
((equal T2 0.0)
Tl)
(t
(list '- Tl T2)))))

;;; Returns an expression for
;;; ((cos TZ) * (cos TY) * (sin Rn)) + ((cos TZ) * (sin TY) * (cos Rn)
;;; * (sin TX)) + ((cos Rn) * (cos TX) * (sin TZ))
(defun AR21 (Link)
(let (FI F2 F3 Tl T2 T3 Var)
;; calculate the numeric parts of the terms
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(setq FI (* (cosd (eighth Link))
(cosd (seventh Link))))
(setq F2 (* (cosd (eighth Link))
(sind (seventh Link))
(sind (sixth Link))))
(setq F3 (* (cosd (sixth Link))
(sind (eighth Link))))
symbol for the link variable
;; create
(setq Var (make-symbol (concatenate 'string "R" (format nil "°0D"
(- (car Link) 1)))))
;; find the simplified terms
(cond
((equal FI 0.0) (setq Tl 0.0))
((equal FI 1.0) (setq Tl (list SIN Var)))
(setq Tl (list ,,v FI (list 'SIN Var)))))
(t
(cond
((equal F2 0.0) (setq T2 0.0))
((equal F2 1.0) (setq T2 (list 1COS Var)))
(t
(setq T2 (list '* F2 (list 'COS Var)))))
(cond
((equal F3 0.0) (setq T3 0.0))
((equal F3 1.0) (setq T3 (list 'COS Var)))
(t
(setq T3 (list '* F3 (list 'COS Var)))))
;; find the simplified expression
(cond
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)
(numberp T3)) 0 . 0 )
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)) T3 )
((and (numberp T2)
(numberp T3)) Tl)
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T3)) T2)
((numberp Tl)
(list
T2 T3) )
((numberp T2)
(list
Tl T3) )
((numberp T3)
(list
Tl T2) )
(t
(list
Tl T2 T 3 ) ) ) ) )

;;; Returns an expression for
;;; -((sin TZ) * (cos TY) * (sin Rn)) - ((sin TZ) * (sin TY) * (cos Rn)
;;; * (sin TX)) + ((cos TZ) * (cos Rn) * (cos TX))
(defun AR22 (Link)
(let (FI F2 F3 Tl T2 T3 Var)
;; calculate the numeric parts of the terms
(setq FI (- (* (sind (eighth Link))
(cosd (seventh Link)))))
(setq F2 (- (* (sind (eighth Link))
(sind (seventh Link))
(sind (sixth Link)))))
(setq F3 (* (cosd (eighth Link))
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(cosd (sixth Link))))
;; create a symbol for the link variable
(setq Var (make-symbol (concatenate 'string "R" (format nil "°0 D "
(- (car Link) 1)))))
;; calculate the simplified terms
(cond
((equal FI 0.0) (setq Tl 0.0))
((equal FI 1.0) (setq Tl (list 'SIN Var)))
(setq Tl (list ’* FI (list 'SIN Var)))))
(t
(cond
((equal F2 0.0) (setq T2 0.0))
((equal F2 1.0) (setq T2 (list 'COS Var)))
F2 (list 'COS Var)))))
(setq T2 (list
(t
(cond
((equal F3 0.0) (setq T3 0.0))
((equal F3 1.0) (setq T3 (list COS Var)))
(setq T3 (list '* F3 (list 'COS Var)))))
(t
;; find the simplified expression
(cond
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)
(numberp T3)) 0 . 0 )
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)) T3 )
((and (numberp T2)
(numberp T3)) Tl)
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T3)) T2)
(list
T2 T 3 ) )
((numberp Tl)
(list
Tl T 3 ))
((numberp T2)
(list
Tl T 2 ) )
((numberp T3)
(list
Tl T2 T 3 ) ) ) ) )
(t

Returns an expression for
((sin Rn) * (sin TY)) - ((cos Rn)

(sin TX) * (cos TY))

(defun AR23 (Link)
(let (FI F2 Tl T2 Var)
;; calculate the numeric part of each term
(setq FI (sind (seventh Link)))
(setq F2 (- (* (cosd (seventh Link))
(sind (sixth Link)))))
;; create a symbol for the link variable
(setq Var (make-symbol (concatenate 'string "R" (format nil ”°0D"
(- (car Link) 1)))))
;; find the simplified terras
(cond
((equal FI 0.0) (setq Tl 0.0))
((equal FI 1.0) (setq Tl (list 'SIN Var)))
(t
(setq Tl (list '* FI (list 'SIN Var)))))
(cond
((equal F2 0.0) (setq T2 0.0))
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((equal F2 1.0) (setq T2 (list 'COS Var)))
(t
(setq T2 (list ’* F2 (list 'COS Var)))))
;; find the simplified expression
(cond
((and (numberp Tl)
(numberp T2)) 0.0)
((numberp Tl)
T2)
((numberp T2)
Tl)
(t
(list '+ Tl T2)))))

;;; Returns an expression for
;;; (DX * (sin Rn)) + (DY * (cos Rn))
(defun AR24 (Link)
(let (FI F2 Tl T2 Var)
;; find a numeric value or symbol for DX and DY
(setq FI (if (numberp (third Link))
(float (third Link))
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string "X" (format nil "°0D"
(car Link))))))
(setq F2 (if (numberp (fourth Link))
(float (fourth Link))
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string "Y" (format nil "°0D"
(car Link))))))
;; create a symbol for the link variable
(setq Var (make-symbol (concatenate ’string "R" (format nil "°0D"
(- (car Link) 1)))))
;; find the simplified terms
(cond
((equal Fl 0.0) (setq Tl 0.0))
((equal Fl 1.0) (setq Tl (list 'SIN Var)))
(t
(setq Tl (list '* Fl (list 'SIN Var)))))
(cond
((equal F2 0.0) (setq T2 0.0))
((equal F2 1.0) (setq T2 (list 'COS Var)))
(t
(setq T2 (list '* F2 (list 'COS Var)))))
;; find the simplified expression
(cond
((and (equal Tl 0.0)
(equal T2 0.0)) 0.0)
((equal Tl 0.0)
T2 )
((equal T2 0.0)
Tl)
(t
(list '+ Tl T2)))))

;;; Returns a numeric value or a symbol for DZ
(defun AR34 (Link)
(if (numberp (fifth Link))
(float (fifth Link))
(make-symbol (concatenate 'string "Z" (format nil "°0D"
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(car Link))))))

;; ViewTable is called if the user chooses the VT option from the
;; main ARMS menu. It displays the current link parameter table
;; in a readable form.
(defun ViewTable ()
(prog (Links)
(if (equal *LPTable,v nil)
;; there is no link parameter table
(format t "°2%You must first have a link parameter table.")
;; display the table
(prog ()
;; display the name of the robot
(format t "°5°oLink parameter table for ")
(princ (car *LPTable*))
;; print the headings for the table
(format t "°3%
FIXED DISTANCES
(format t "TWIST ANGLES
RANGE OF MOTION
")
(format t "°%Link Var
X
Y
Z
">
(format t "X
Y
Z
Lower
Upper
°%")
(setq Links (cddr *LPTable*))
;; print the information for each row in the table
(do (ThisOne)
((equal Links nil)
nil)
(setq ThisOne (car Links))
(setq Links (cdr Links))
(format t "°%”)
;; print the row number and variable name
(cond
((< (car ThisOne) 10)
(prog ()
(princ
)
(princ (car ThisOne))
(princ
)
(if (not (equal (car ThisOne)
D)
(princ (cadr ThisOne))
(princ " "))
(prij
(princ
” ”)))
(t
(prog ()
(princ
(princ (car ThisOne))
(princ
(princ (cadr ThisOne))
(princ " "))))
;; print the X distance
(NumOrUnknown (third ThisOne) (car ThisOne))
(princ " ")
;; print the Y distance
(NumOrUnknowm (fourth ThisOne) (car ThisOne))
(princ
)
It

It ^

It

II ^
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;; print the Z distance
(NumOrUnknown (fifth ThisOne) (car ThisOne))
(princ " ")
;; print the X twist angle
(princ (AngleFormat (sixth ThisOne)))
(princ
)
;; print the Y twist angle
(princ (AngleFormat (seventh ThisOne)))
(princ
)
;; print the Z twist angle
(princ (AngleFormat (eighth ThisOne)))
(princ
;
;; print the lower limit
(if (not (equal (car ThisOne) 1))
(NumOrUnknown (ninth ThisOne) (car ThisOne))
(princ ”
"))
(princ " ")
;; print the upper limit
(if (not (equal (car ThisOne) 1))
(NumOrUnknown (tenth ThisOne) (car ThisOne))
(princ "
")))
;; wait for the user to continue
(format t "°2%Type C to continue...... ")
(read)))
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))

;;; NumOrUnknown will print either a number or a symbol in a field
;;; of size 10.
(defun NumOrUnknown (X Num)
(if (numberp X)
(princ (NumberFormat X))
(if (< Num 10)
(prog ()
(princ ”
")
(princ X)
(princ "
"))
(prog ()
tprinc
)
(princ X)
(princ "
")))))

;;; AngleFormat prints the measure of a twist angle in an integer
;;; field of size 4.
(defun AngleFormat (X)
(format nil "°4,0F" X))
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;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

ViewAmatrices is called if the VA option is chosen from the main ARMS
menu. It prints the A matrices in a readable form. It also
shows the list of joint control variables and the limits on
their ranges of motion.

(defun ViewAMatrices ()
(prog (Matrices)
(if (not (equal *AMatrices* nil))
(prog (VarL LimL)
;; enable pretty-printing
(setq *print-pretty* t)
;; print robot name
(format t "°5%A matrices for ")
(princ (car *AMatrices*))
(format t "°2»Joint control variables: ")
(setq VarL (car *VariableList*))
(setq LimL (cadr *VariableList*))
(do ()
((equal VarL nil)
nil)
(princ (car VarL))
(if (not (equal (length VarL) 1))
(format t ", "))
(setq VarL (cdr VarL)))
(format t "°2%Limits on the values of the joint control ")
(format t "variables: ")
(do ((X 0))
((equal LimL nil)
nil)
(setq X (+ X 1))
(format t "°%Joint ")
(princ X)
(format t " Lower limit: ")
(princ (caar LimL))
(format t "°38,0TUpper limit: ")
(princ (second (car LimL)))
(setq LimL (cdr LimL)))
(format t "°2%Type C to continue.... ")
(read)
(setq Matrices (cddr *AMatrices*))
;; loop through the A matrices
(do (ThisOne (X 0))
((equal Matrices nil)
nil)
(setq ThisOne (car Matrices))
(setq Matrices (cdr Matrices))
(setq X (+ X 1))
;; print row 1 of matrix n
(format t "°%Row 1 of A matrix ")
(princ X)
(terpri)
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(princ (first (car ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (second (car ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (third (car ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (fourth (car ThisOne)))
;; print row 2 of matrix n
(format t "°%Row 2 of A matrix ")
(princ X)
(terpri)
(princ (first (cadr ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (second (cadr ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (third (cadr ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (fourth (cadr ThisOne)))
;; print row 3 of matrix n
(format t "°®ow 3 of A matrix ")
(princ X)
(terpri)
(princ (first (caddr ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (second (caddr ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (third (caddr ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (fourth (caddr ThisOne)))
;; print row 4 of A matrix n
(format t "°SRow 4 of A matrix ")
(princ X)
(terpri)
(princ (first (fourth ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (second (fourth ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (third (fourth ThisOne)))
(terpri)
(princ (fourth (fourth ThisOne)))
(format t "°2%Type C to continue...... ")
(read))
(setq Sprint-pretty* nil))
;; print an error message if there are no A matrices
(format t "°2%You must first have some A matrices."))
(Delay 75)
(ShowMenu)))

